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DISCLAIMER 

This report was prepared as an account of work sponsored by an agency of the United States Government. 
Neither the United States Government nor any agency thereof, nor any of their employees, makes any 
warranty, express or implied, or assumes any legal liability or responsibility for the accuracy, completeness, 
or usefulness of any information, apparatus, product, or process disclosed, or represents that its use would not 
infringe privately owned rights. Reference herein to any specific commercial product, process, or service by 
trade name, trademark, manufacturer, or otherwise does not necessarily constitute or imply its endorsement, 
recommendation, or favoring by the United States Government or any agency thereof. The views and 
opinions of authors expressed herein do not necessarily state or reflect those of the United States Government 
or any agency thereof. 
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ABSTRACT 

The objective of Phase II is to develop and demonstrate real-time measurement-while-drilling (MWD) for 
guidance and navigation of drill strings during horizontal drilling operations applicable to both short and long 
holes.  The end product of Phase II is a functional drill-string assembly outfitted with a commercial version of 
Drill String Radar (DSR). 

Project Objectives Develop and demonstrate a dual-phase methodology of in-seam drilling, imaging, and 
structure confirmation.  This methodology, illustrated in Figure 1, includes:   

• Using RIM to image between drill holes for seam thickness estimates and in-seam structures 
detection. Completed, February 2005 

• Using DSR for real-time MWD guidance and navigation of drillstrings during horizontal drilling 
operations. Completed,  November 2008 

 

Figure 1. Diagram of project methodology: DSR-drilled boreholes with RIM crosswell imaging. 

As of November 2008, the Phase II portion of Contract DE-FC26-04NT42085 is about 99% complete, 
including milestones and tasks original outlined as Phase II work. The one percent deficiency results from 
MSHA-related approvals which have yet to be granted (at the time of reporting). These approvals are pending 
and are do not negatively impact the scope of work or project objectives.  
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 

The work in 2007 & 2008 has been done largely under un-funded contract extensions. This work included 
significant re-designs of several major sub-systems of the DSR. The re-design effort was considered critical to 
the future success of the project and Stolar has devoted significant internal resources to providing an 
instrumentation and sensor package that will meet or exceed the original operational specifications of the end-
user. Work on these tasks is complete and Stolar has prepared technical and budgetary reports in fulfillment 
of the contract. This final report contains descriptions of the tasks completed in support of the Phase II 
objectives. 

The Statement of Work for Phase II included seven major tasks.  The twelve Phase II Milestones 
associated with these tasks (as well as RIM integration and field testing) are listed below.  Several of these 
tasks were started during the Phase I budget period for practical reasons.  The seven Phase II tasks are 
outlined in the following sections and include a comprehensive description of the work  completed in support 
of each Milestone requirement (listed below). 

Milestones               Completion Date            Current 
5. DSR Proof-of-Concept Demonstration    June 06   100% 
6. DSR Inertial Positioning System Design    Feb. 07   100% 
7. Final RIM Tomogramic Algorithm Evaluation   Mar. 06   100% 
8. Real-time Dielectric Constant Evaluation Method  Aug. 08   100% 
9. Final Crosswell RIM-IV Horizontal Survey and Evaluation Mar. 06   100% 
10. DSR Subsystem Component Design    Feb. 07   100% 
11. DSR Inertial Positioning System Field-Testing   Aug. 08   100% 
12. Crosswell RIM-IV Survey Evaluation and Ground-Truth Study Feb. 07   100% 
13. Complete DSR Instrumentation Built-Up and Approvals  Aug. 08   80% 
14. Integrate DSR Components and Initial Testing   May 07   100% 
15. DSR Local Field-Testing and System Specifications  May 07   100% 
16. Final Surface-Based DSR Demonstration   Aug. 08   100% 
17. Final DSR & RIM-IV System Demonstration and Validation Aug. 08   100% 

 
 

The major re-design effort was begun in August 2007. The primary reason to re-design the radar system 
was evident after the field tests discussed in Report #6; these are equally weighted between poor RADAR 
performance for the application, and, discovery of a new more innovative RADAR concept.  

During field testing it was found that two major problems impacted the DSR-RADAR performance. The 
first was incredibly high “cross-talk” between the transmitter and receiver elements of the radar. This cross-
talk was found to create a primary signal at the receiver that was 100-times stronger than the return signal 
from the in-seam reflector. While this had been identified in laboratory testing, and engineering safeguards 
were implemented, the influence of the drillstring body and internal environment within the borehole, 
amplified the problem while simultaneously degrading the safeguards.  

The second major problem was the directivity of the radar element. The transmitter antenna was a 
magnetic dipole with a sinusoidal radiation pattern. The element has a maximum signal beam in two primary, 
an opposite directions. This was considered a benefit to the application since reflective data in a particular 
direction is the key to MWD guidance. However, to view in all directions requires the measurements to be 
made while the device is rotating in the borehole. This proved to create too much “noise” in the data since the 
drillstring does not maintain a constant position in the annulus of the drillhole, i.e. the distance between 
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antenna and borehole-wall varies outside of the acceptable error. This lead to (a) cyclical antenna detuning, 
and (b) excessive jitter in the radar’s return measurements.  

A new antenna and software concept was developed that would solve both of these critical performance 
problems with minimal hardware modifications. Since this point significant research, prototyping and field 
testing has been done to refine and optimize this new RADAR concept. The result is a DSR system that 
performs better than the design discussed in the previous series of report. While this effort has put the 
program behind schedule, the likelihood of success has been tremendously improved. 

Work in 2008 has focused on implementing the new RADAR design into a functional drill string 
assembly and conducting field tests in support of each new sub sections (e.g. power generation, data 
transmission, guidance, dielectric measuring, and of course, radar detection and mapping). The field testing 
has suffered from many delays. Stolar’s industry partners have not been patient through the technical 
challenges and thus, field operation support has had many turnovers. The principle industry partner is 
currently Weatherford Drilling; both Consol and Encana have separated themselves from DSR testing efforts 
after many years of technical and field-specific support. While the technical delays have been challenging, a 
functional DSR system does exist and continues to be evaluated in field trial with Stolar and Weatherford. 
Additional early adopters such as REI Drilling and Target Drilling are also scheduled to participate in field 
evaluations starting in early 2009.  

The technical limitations of the DSR system are only now being evaluated. In most test environments and 
geologies, the range of the RADAR detection appears to be 1.8 to 2.5 meters (rock conductivity dependant). 
This range far exceeds the original design specification for range in a coal seam (1 to 1.5 meters). The ability 
of the DSR system to transmit data up-stream to a surface control unit also functions within design 
specification; current data transmission range is 1000 to 1300 feet before a repeater is needed. Power 
management has not been as effective as designed and currently two (2) battery packs are required to power 
the system if the water turbine generators are not used. However, this is only a packaging issue and will be 
resolved before early adopter testing begins in 2009. An additional shortcoming is in the area of guidance. 
The DSR probe uses commercial guidance sensors for spatial reckoning but the accuracy is not sufficient and 
the system requires an upgrade at some point in the near future. And lastly, the mechanical housings 
originally designed for MSHA approval are too small for several of the newer antenna and electrical sub-
systems. Therefore, some non-permissible housings have been utilized in the prototype testing while existing 
MSHA approvals are being modified and processed (through RAMP procedures). Again, these issues will be 
resolved for 2009 supplemental industry evaluation. 

The following report include comprehensive descriptions of the work completed in support of each Task 
and Milestone requirement. 
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INTRODUCTION - DSR Proof-of-Concept Demonstration 
 

At the heart of the DSR system is a new radar microwave antenna possessing the ability to measure coal 
bed thickness to an accuracy of ± 0.1 foot and relative dielectric constant to better than ± 5%. Work to design, 
fabricate and build this antenna was partially undertaken during Phase I efforts in support of early Milestones 
related to DSR viability (proof-of-concept). The prototype antennas developed during this early stage will 
become the basis for the final DSR antenna design. These microwave antennas have been evaluated by 
inserting them into test boreholes and measuring the antenna characteristics with a commercial vector 
network analyzer. 

These proof-of-concept tests have been performed both in Stolar’s laboratory and in an underground mine 
(SUFCO). Two laboratory coal bed simulation sites have been constructed at Stolar with block and powder 
salt (relative dielectric constant near that of coal). One salt site is a wall 8-feet wide, 6-feet high and 25-feet 
long. The second is a 12 cubic meter chamber with drill-hole linings at discrete distances from the floor. 
Prototype DSR antennas have been used at all these sites to evaluate sensitivity to planes of dielectric 
variation (reflectors). The underground test site consists of horizontal boreholes have been drilled at different 
distance from the roof and floor rock. These boreholes will be used to evaluate the design of the microwave 
antennas and electronics.  

The primary capability of the DSR system is the sensing and identification of the coal seam and rock 
boundary under measurement-while-drilling (MWD) applications. Horizontal drilling in a coal seam using 
MWD technology is a viable solution for seam mapping and controlled coal bed methane drainage. Not only 
can the methane gas be harnessed and sold for a profit, it also reduces the amount of explosive methane in the 
seam increasing safety to the coal miners. In order to maximize the amount of coal-bed methane extraction, 
the horizontal drill must remain within the seam. One of the goals of this project is to provide real-time 
characterization of coal-rock boundaries in a coal seam. 

 In today’s technology, a gamma sensor is usually employed to keep the drill in the coal seam in 
measurement-while-drilling (MWD) applications. The gamma sensor allows the identification of the 
boundary rocks by keeping track of the radioactive isotopes that are present in a sedimentary deposition. 
Gamma sensors typically reside a long distance (>30 ft) from the mud motor of a horizontal drill in order to 
avoid exposure to excess vibration. As a result, horizontal drilling with gamma sensors is not performed in 
real-time, and it consists of a series of in-seam and costly out-of-seam drilling steps. 

 Instead of a gamma sensor, a drill-string radar (DSR) uses radio waves as the basis for the 
identification of boundary rocks. The DSR is essentially a reflection sensor, which transmits radio waves and 
measures their reflection. The measured reflected radio waves are then related to the distance from a 
reflecting boundary. For real-time MWD, the DSR is placed closer to the mud motor than a gamma sensor 
because it is not as sensitive to vibration. Stolar has the technical expertise in placing sensors in high-
vibration environments.  For example, Stolar’s Horizon Sensor operates on a cutting drum of a continuous 
miner, typically experiencing shocks in excess of 80 g. 

 The DSR, unlike a gamma sensor, can be used to map the seam. For a reflection sensor (radar) to 
measure the radio-wave reflection from a coal-rock boundary, two conditions must be met: 

 Radio wave losses propagating in the coal cannot be excessive.  If the coal is too lossy, the 
reflected radio wave signal from the rock boundary will be too small to be detectable.  

 The rock and the coal must be dissimilar electrically. This will allow some portion of the radio 
waves to travel from the coal-rock interface back to the radar to be measured at the receiver. 
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DSR Radar Concepts 

Two general types of radar systems, time-domain and frequency-domain, are in common use for 
underground applications. The time-domain radar systems typically employ simpler circuits, compared to 
frequency-domain systems, to achieve a broad bandwidth. The antenna for a time-domain radar system in a 
borehole is typically a resistively-loaded antenna with very low efficiencies1. A continuous-wave (CW) 
frequency-domain radar system is the preferred choice for the DSR due to its higher signal-to-noise ratio 
(SNR). With a higher SNR, less power is required to operate the radar.  

For the proof-of-concept test, the stepped-frequency continuous-wave (SFCW) radar scheme is used. In 
this method, the instrument measures the reflection properties a broadband antenna, one frequency at a time. 
It takes a sweep of stepped frequencies to complete the measurements. A frequency-time transform (i.e., an 
inverse Fourier transform) converts the measured frequency response into a time-domain response. An 
anomaly in the time-domain response indicates the presence of a reflector.  By assuming the speed of radio 
waves inside the medium, the time-domain response of the radio waves is converted into a spatial form, where 
the distance to a reflector is noted. 

The spatial resolution of an SFCW radar system is BcR 2=Δ , where rm/*c ε8103=  (m/s) is the 

speed of the radio waves in the host medium whose relative permittivity is rmε and B is the bandwidth. The 
conclusion is that the larger the bandwidth, the better is the resolution of the radar system. It is the entire 
frequency bandwidth, rather than the value of start and stop frequencies, that determine the resolution of the 
radar. For example, a 500-MHz bandwidth would produce the same image resolution regardless of whether 
the frequency range was 500-1000 MHz or 2000-2500 MHz.  Compared to lower operating frequencies, the 
advantage of using higher frequencies is that it is easier to design an antenna with a large bandwidth. As 
stated before, the disadvantage of using higher frequencies is their higher attenuation rates through coal. 

DSR Antennas 

Drill string radar (DSR) antennas, which operate at high electromagnetic frequencies, cannot reside inside 
a drill string; the antenna radiating aperture must be exposed to the borehole fluid to radiate through the 
borehole walls.  The antenna aperture must be protected from the invasion of borehole fluid by a dielectric 
layer.  This protective dielectric layer becomes an inherent part of the antenna.  In what follows, we discuss 
the antennas for the MOF-DSR project without the presence of the protective cover. 

a) OEG Antennas  

The open-ended waveguide (OEG) antenna is a simple antenna structure that can be used for wideband 
applications.  A probe-fed OEG antenna is formed by shorting one end of a rectangular waveguide and by 
opening the other end.  Radiation is through the open end of the waveguide. To minimize the electrical effects 
of the feed, the probe feed must be introduced into the OEG along the center-line of the long side of the 
waveguide. The probe is an extension of the center conductor of a coaxial adapter.   

Design of an OEG starts with finding dimensions of a rectangular waveguide whose cutoff frequency is 
below the minimum frequency of operation.  The cutoff frequency of a waveguide is the frequency below 
which the waveguide does not operate. An air-filled OEG antenna has a higher cutoff frequency than a 
dielectric-filled OEG antenna.  The advantages of using dielectric-filled OEG antenna are two-fold:  1) for a 
given size, a smaller antenna can be used, and 2) they are better suited to withstand the environment of a 

                                                 
1 Y.-H. Chen, R. T. Coates, and W. C. Chew, “FDTD modeling and analysis of a broadband antenna suitable for oil-field 
imaging while drilling,” IEEE Transactions on Geoscience and Remote Sensing, vol. 40, pp. 434-442, Feb. 2002. 
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pressurized borehole.  The disadvantage of using a dielectric-filled OEG antenna is that the presence of any 
material, other than air, inside the waveguide reduces its directivity. Several Stolar-designed and tested OEG 
antennas are shown during laboratory testing in Figure 2. 

 
 

Figure 2: A variety of OEG prototype antenna used in the DSR proof-of-concept testing. 
 

Finding a low-loss, dielectric epoxy material that is suitable for abrasion and pressure is a challenging 
task.  It is even more challenging to locate a high-frequency epoxy because epoxy manufacturers do not test 
for electrical properties at high frequencies.  

We tested a high-temperature epoxy from Aremco Products Inc., CP2060, since it can withstand harsh 
environments.  This epoxy is impregnated with silicon carbide (SiC), whose static dielectric constant is 9.7.  
Figure 3 shows the impedance test results of an OEG antenna (cross-section = 4.25 in x 1.25 in, depth = 2 in) 
with and without the CP2060 filling epoxy.  The theoretical cutoff frequencies of the air-filled and SiC-filled 
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waveguide are 1.389 GHz and 446 MHz, respectively.  They are marked as a square and a circle in the figure.  
Based on the measured results, Aremco’s CP2060 has a dielectric constant of about 9, close to SiC. 

We designed and fabricated a CP2060-filled OEG to operate in the 2-2.5 GHz frequency range.  This 
rectangular OEG antenna had the cross-section dimensions of 1.5 in x 0.75 in and a depth of 1.0 in.  The 
results of the impedance measurements, as shown in Figure 4, indicate that the size of the antenna can further 
be reduced with CP2060 epoxy.  However, better impedance matching through probe manipulation must be 
explored further.  Other dielectric filling material will also be tested.  
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Figure 3. The experimental impedance test results with an OEG (4.25x1.25x2.0 3in ) connected to  
an Agilent 8753ES vector network analyzer.  The blue and red curves denote air-filled and CP2060  

epoxy-filled results, respectively.  Theoretical cutoff frequencies are marked. 
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Figure 4. The experimental impedance results with a CP2060 epoxy-filled OEG  

(1.5x0.75x1.0 3in ) connected to an Agilent 8753ES vector network analyzer. 
 

b) Patch Antennas 

A microstrip patch antenna is a conformal antenna structure that is suitable for narrowband applications.  
A patch antenna consists of a dielectric substrate sandwiched between two conductive layers, the ground 
plane and the patch.  To extend the bandwidth of a patch antenna, one can insert a varactor diode between the 
edge of the patch and the ground plane.  By varying the dc voltage across the terminals of the varactor diode, 
the patch antenna’s operating frequency and input impedance can be electronically tuned.  

On a 6-in x 6-in Rogers Corporation’s TMM3 substrate (dielectric constant = 3.27 and height = 175 mils), 
we fabricated three sizes of microstrip patch antennas.  A photograph of the top side of the antennas is shown 
in Figure 5.  Each rectangular patch antenna was etched with 4 peripheral grounded pads for varactor diodes.  
Two resonant frequencies are available for each antenna. Connection of the coaxial probe to either high-
frequency feed point (HFFP) or low-frequency feed point (LFFP) determines which one of the two resonant 
frequencies is excited. 

We connected two MA4ST2200 varactor diodes for tuning antennas a and b.  An Agilent 8753ES 
network analyzer was used to test the return loss (impedance response) of the LFFP of antenna a and the 
HFFP of antenna b.  Table 1 shows the results of the measurements.  Without any varactors, the LFFP of 
antenna a had a measured impedance of 56 ohms at 2.028 GHz, whereas the HFFP of antenna b had a 
measured impedance of 37 ohms at 1.963 GHz.  As the dc voltage applied to the varactor increases, its 
effective capacitance decreases, and the resonant frequency approaches that of an unloaded patch antenna. 
Radiation efficiency of a varactor-controlled patch antenna improves with an increase in the applied voltage. 
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Figure 5.  Microstrip patch antennas fabricated on a TMM3 substrate.  Antennas  
a1, a2, and a3 are the size as antenna a.  All Dimensions are in inches. 

 
Table 1.  Measured results of MA4ST2200 varactor-controlled patch antennas 

 

DC Voltage 
(V) 

Antenna a – LFFP Antenna b - HFFP 

Frequenc
y (GHz) 

Input 
Impedance (ohms) 

Frequenc
y (GHz) 

Input Impedance 
(ohms) 

0.1 0.856 80 0.801 65+j24 

1.0 1.044 66 1.030 99 

1.5 1.325 67 1.324 51-j27 

2.0 1.551 85 1.590 42-j12 

2.5 1.697 97 1.730 44 

3.0 1.765 101 1.792 42 

4.0 1.820 88 1.833 40 

5.0 1.840 84 1.852 38 
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Proof-of-Concept Experiments 

Laboratory Tests 1 

The first set of laboratory tests took place in Stolar’s salt box.  Photographs of the test box are shown in 
Figure 6.  The test box was filled with crushed salt.  The test antennas (both SUFCO high-frequency and low-
frequency types) were pushed in a PVC pipe at a time and pointed towards the floor.  Figure 7 shows the 
results of tests with the high-frequency open ended guide (OEG) antenna.  As shown in Figure 7, the inverse 
discrete Fourier transform of the frequency-domain data correctly showed the distance between the antenna 
and the rebar floor. 

 

   

 

Figure 6. Photographs of the salt test box with PVC pipes and the high-frequency test antenna.   
The antenna was pushed inside the PVC pipes and pointed towards the floor. 
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Figure 7. Transformed results in Stolar’s indoor salt test box, shown in Figure 23. Transformed data without adding any interpolation 
points (zero-padding factor = 1 = ZPF1) are shown as well as with adding 8 times as many interpolated data (ZPF8).  Frequency-

domain data were 51 equally spaced impedance measurements obtained from 2 to 2.5 GHz with an Agilent 8753ES network analyzer.  
(a) Antenna in top PVC hole.  (b) Antenna in bottom PVC hole. 

 

Laboratory Tests 2 

In the second test, Stolar’s outdoor test pit was utilized.  The ground was dug up in layers and crushed 
coal was poured in, as shown in Figure 8. With the exact same setup as the September test in SUFCO, we 
pushed in a high-frequency OEG antenna into a PVC pipe.  The antenna always pointed towards the coal.  
The PVC pipe was resting on the outdoor test pit.  The transformed results are shown in Figure 9.  The 
layering of the ground is apparent. 
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Figure 8. Photographs of Stolar’s outdoor coal-filled test pit. 
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Figure 9. Magnitude of the inverse discrete Fourier transform of an air-inside OEG antenna (2-2.5GHz).  Relative dielectric  
constant of 4 was assumed for coal.  Tests were performed at Stolar's outdoor test pit shown in Figure 3. Same  

equipment and calibration were used in performing this test and the SUFCO tests in September 2004. 
 

In the laboratory tests the high frequency antennas performed above expectation (above 1000 MHz). 
However, at these frequencies the influence of the coal-rock boundary at the underground test sites was not as 
apparent as that of lower frequencies. The antennas were made with steel, which is contributes more signal 
loss than a non-magnetic metal.  Hence, we have designed a high-frequency (GHz regime) OEG antenna with 
aluminum. We have also designed a number of broadband, lower-frequency (MHz) antennas. The measured 
responses of two such antennas, which are suitable in boreholes, are shown in Figures 10 and 11. We are also 
in the process of designing a ferrite rod antenna (for frequencies < 100 MHz) with a programmable tuning 
board. These design issues will be implemented and completed during Phase II efforts 
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Figure 10. A broadband, low-frequency, inductively loaded wire antenna The center conductor of the SMA feed was brought directly 
into transmission line (TL) 2, while the ground plane of the SMA connector was connected to TL 1. The inductor, which connected 

TL 1 to 3, was made from a 0.28-in wide galvanized-steel flashing, made into 4 loops with a diameter=0.578 in.  Each TL was a 
hollow aluminum tube with a diameter=0.343 in. The center-to-center spacing between the TL 1 and 2 was about 1 in.  As seen in the 
Figure above, at the center frequency of 118 MHz, the antenna displayed a 34% impedance bandwidth. There was 40 MHz where the 

return loss was less than 10 dB. 

l 

l l 
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Figure 11. A broadband, low-frequency, wire antenna. The center conductor of a BNC feed was connected directly to the center of 
transmission line (TL) 2, while its ground plane was connected to TL 1.   Each TL was a hollow aluminum tube with a 

diameter=0.343 in. In order to achieve the best impedance maching, such as the one shown, TL 1 and 2 had to be at an angle with 
respect to each other. There was 230 MHz where the VSWR was less than 3, corresponding to a fractional bandwidth of about 84% at 

the center frequency of 270 MHz.   
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EXPERIMENTAL – Summary of Task Items 

Task 6.0 Develop RF Electronics Update 

Task 6 Synopsis 

The majority of the semi-annual reports outlined the development of a prototype data transmission 
system, designed for evaluating and incorporating the requirements of the Drill String Radar (DSR) and 
segmented drill rods.  Also discussed was the electronic circuitry for microwave measuring and signal 
processing (printed circuit boards).  Anisotropic dielectric constants were described as being  measured with 
the Resonant Microstrip Patch Antenna (RMPA).  And finally, the coal seam thickness measurements will be 
done with the radar antenna. Both the RMPA and radar antennas will be embedded in the DSR-drillstring 
assembly and covered with a custom fabricated ceramic lens that will protect them on the drillstring but not 
interfere with radio-frequency measurements.  The radar and navigation electronics meet the design 
requirements set forth in the technical narrative.  The lens material must be abrasion resistant and near-
dielectric in conductivity.  Stolar is responsible for the design and integration of the electronics as well as 
testing in the coal bed.  Advanced Ceramics is responsible for the lens material composition and lens 
fabrication. 

Work on this task was partially undertaken during Phase I efforts in support of early Milestones related to 
DSR viability (proof-of-concept).  Some of the circuitry needed to complete the proof-of-concept testing was 
designed, fabricated and tested under this Major Task. 

Task 6 Update and Phase II Objectives 

The modulation scheme chosen for the Stolar’s data transmission system is a frequency-shift keying 
(FSK) technique.2 To represent the binary signals in the FSK modulation technique, two baseband sine waves 
with radian frequencies of 1ω and 2ω are transmitted. A block diagram of the synchronous detection, which is 
the reverse of the original modulation process at the transmitter, of the FSK signals is shown in Figure 12. It 
is noted that fC(t) is the signal captured by the receiver antenna. In the absence of noise, the bandwidth is the 
limiting factor in determining the transmission rate. For example, in Stolar’s prototype data transmission 
system, the transmission rate is 2400 bits/s due to the 3-kHz bandwidth of the system. 

( )tfc

tcos 1ω

tcos 2ω

Binary
Output

Low-pass
filter

Low-pass
filter +

−

 

Figure 12. Synchronous detection of FSK signals. 

Stolar has developed and assembled a functional prototype for testing and evaluating the feasibility and 
design considerations of a radio data communications system on the DSR, slickline, and segmented drill rod. 
                                                 
2 M. Schwartz, Information Transmission, Modulation, and Noise, Third Edition, New York: McGraw-Hill Book 
Company, 1980. 
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The center frequency of the data communications system is 91.5 kHz, which was chosen to account for the 
losses in the transmission channel with reasonable system size and power requirements. 

The current prototype is configured for testing in a pre-drilled hole only. It consists of hardware and radio 
communications software with a LabView graphical user interface (GUI). Detailed descriptions of these 
components follow in the rest of this section. 

The hardware of the prototype data communications system can be divided into downhole and topside 
hardware. The downhole hardware consists of a navigation package (with magnetometers and accelerometers, 
not radar), electronics, an antenna, and a battery pack all connected as one unit. Photographs of the downhole 
tool are shown in Figure 13. The topside hardware consists of electronics/battery unit, with a tripod mounted 
antenna, and a laptop interface. 

 

Figure 13. Prototype DSR electronics with the navigation package 

The antenna geometry is a major component of the data communications. Multiple geometries of ferrite-
loaded and other loop antennas were evaluated for the downhole antennas. Ferrite-loaded antennas were ruled 
out due to their core saturation in the presence of high-magnitude fields. Two downhole antennas were 
selected and tested: 1) a loop antenna longitudinally wound on a rectangular plastic blank project, and 2) a 
toroidal antenna. 

The antennas were configured for two basic mounting/signal coupling configurations: slickline and coiled 
tubing (without a slickline). In the slickline configuration, the slickline cable is electrically isolated from the 
case of the downhole tool. The slickline cable is brought into the tool on a center conductor and electrically 
mated to the antenna’s copper mounting bracket. The antenna couples the signal to the mounting bracket and 
onto the slickline. 

In the DSR mounting configuration, the antenna is embedded in the tool casing and couples directly to the 
outside diameter surface (skin) of the downhole tool. The tool is electromechanically coupled to a stainless 
steel tubing. This was done because the cable is easier to handle and can be used under a wider range of 
scenarios. Stainless steel (multiple alloys), beryllium copper, “ToughMet”® (a copper-nickel alloy), and 
titanium were evaluated as potential materials used to house the antenna to maximize antenna performance. It 
was determined that the antenna’s performance was unaffected when it was housed in beryllium copper. 
Other housing materials, especially magnetic material, adversely affected the antenna’s performance. 

The prototype system is designed for one-way data transmission from the downhole unit to topside unit. 
We have also accomplished two-way data transmission in other configurations of the same hardware, so 
achieving this two-way transmission is possible from a functional standpoint, provided suitable signal-to-
noise ratios at a useable signal propagation distance can be achieved. 

Navigation package 
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A LabView GUI is developed on a laptop to display real-time data from the downhole tool. This is a 
developmental tool that facilitates prototype development. The GUI displays 3-axis tool orientation, which is 
compiled from the navigation data received from the downhole tool. 

At the topside receiver, the automatic gain control (AGC) level indicates how much the receiver is 
amplifying the received signal. In other words, the AGC indicates the magnitude and quality of the signal. 
High AGC levels mean the receiver is working hard to grab a weak signal, thus it is getting close to the 
effective communication limit of the system. 

An algorithm used for processing the data from a SFCW radar system has been developed based on the 
operational range of the unit’s frequency band and on the desired resolution of the device. This algorithm is 
being performance-tested using a simulated program in MATLAB. It is based on the double-sideband 
processing of the received stepped-frequency information. The DSP serves as the place where the algorithm is 
implemented and the data processing is performed. DSP allows the implementation of advanced and 
sophisticated algorithms of signal processing that are impossible to implement with analog processing. These 
algorithms can be modified and changed flexibly without any changes in board design, which is also 
important in production. 

The analog processing of Intermediate Frequency (IF), for coherent detection, will also be performed by 
the DSP. IF processing with DSP eliminates errors due to the manufacturing tolerances and temperature drift 
that are typical of analog parts. This allows precision measurements to be made and eliminates the necessity 
of unit-to-unit tuning during manufacturing, which is important in volume production. 

The DSP core of the board consists of three main parts: 

1. Digital Signal Processor itself (Texas Instrument’s C54xx family) 

2. Host Processor (StrongARM) 

3. Field-programmable gate array (FPGA) (Xilinx Spartan II) 

A XILINX FPGA software has been developed and tested on evaluation boards for the purpose of driving 
the control electronics. These electronics boards are not yet on a low-profile, small-width format. An IF 
Analog Processor (AP) electrical scheme has been developed. Completed tasks include: 

• IF Analog Processor printed circuit board (PCB) has been developed. 

• IF digital signal processor (DSP) electrical scheme has been developed. 

• IF DSP PCB has been developed. 

Bluetooth wireless communication link hardware and software have been developed. This technology 
lends itself to data logging and central base station evaluation. Ultimately, the GUI for the surface operator 
has been selected to be a personal digital assistant (PDA). Work has begun in programming a PDA for 
incoming data representation of the radar navigation of the BHA. Buttons on a PDA have been re-
programmed to display custom graphics, received from measurement electronics, on a real-time basis. The 
PDA can operate either wirelessly or with an attached wire with minimal power consumption. The position of 
the drill with respect to the wellhead is formed on the PDA by information from the navigation package 
underground and the coiled-tubing spool. The information obtained from the coiled-tubing spool must include 
the diameter of the coiled tubing as well as the number of rotations it experiences. The rotational information 
of the spool should be generally available from an encoder. 
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Data Transmission System 

Since the last update, Stolar has focused on the continued design, development, and assembly of the 
second more robust preproduction prototype capable of data communications under actual drilling conditions.  
It furthers testing and evaluating the feasibility and design considerations of the radio data transmission 
system (DTS) on DSR, slickline, and segmented drill rod.  It focuses on strength, fluid flow, abrasion 
resistance, integrated power production and distribution, explosion proofing, intrinsic safety, user and 
maintenance friendliness, modular design, upgradeability, scalable design, antenna accuracy and optimization, 
vibration dampening, durability, economy, and radio frequency interference (RFI) reduction. 

The communications antenna and antenna housing assembly for the downhole assembly described in the 
last report has been fabricated and assembled.  A photograph of this antenna housing is shown in Figure 14.  
It is scaled to fit NQ drill pipe.  The housing assembly is made largely of beryllium copper (BeCu) Brush 
Alloy 25.  The housing design was slightly refined from the previous description: 

• Cable routing for through cables to and from adjacent housings is accomplished by a hardened 
conduit down the center of the mandrel, instead of the milled grooves previously described.  This 
affords more room for the cables and does not weaken the mandrel by adding grooves.  The 
conduit does present an increased restriction for fluid flow through the mandrel, but it is still 
sufficient for a flow of 284 liters per minute at 4.14 megapascals (75 gallons per minute at 600 
pounds per square inch [psi]). 

• The protective sleeve used the alternative conductive metal sleeve design, also described in the 
last report, instead of the primary nonconductive design.  The sleeve is made of 304 stainless 
steel, and is significantly more durable than the nonconductive design. 

• The end fittings do not use the five high-strength bolts to secure them to the mandrel.  Instead, the 
mandrel and the end fitting are threaded.  The mandrel screws into the end fitting.  This design is 
stronger and less susceptible to shear. 

 

Figure 14.  Downhole DTS antenna housing assembly. 

A toroidal antenna for the annulus of the hole (topside) has been designed and fabricated.  It replaces the 
longitudinally wound tripod-mounted air core used in the original prototype.  The antenna’s electronic 
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parameters are identical to those of the downhole antenna.  As such, it is designed to meet intrinsic safety 
requirements of MSHA. 

The housing for this new topside antenna is rugged and is intended to bolt and retrofit to the annulus of a 
wellbore used for NQ pipe.  The drill pipe runs through the center of the antenna.  As with all of the DTS 
design, it is highly adaptable to many sizes and grades of drill pipe. 

An additional topside antenna has also been developed.  This antenna is a “clamshell” toroid design.  The 
function of this antenna is not focused on a production or pre-production antenna requirements.  Its design is 
not robust.  Instead, it is designed to facilitate ease of data collection during experimentation.  The antenna is 
used to characterize the background radio frequency noise present on the drill pipe in various drilling 
scenarios.  The antenna clamps around a stand of drill pipe.  It can be quickly installed and removed.   

Final Electronics Design 

The transmitter/receiver elements were completely overhauled in 2007-2008.  In addition, several new 
electrical subsystems were added to the RF electronics package to accomplish the critical calibration routines 
to “balance” the noise levels and provide more stable readings. Figure 15 shows the receiver (RX) hardware 
associated with the new design. Figure 16 shows the transmitter (TX) hardware associated with the new 
design. 
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Figure 15.  Modified receiver sub-module for the re-designed DSR system.  
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Figure 16.  Modified transmitter sub-module for the re-designed DSR system.  

 
The DSR design requires suppression of the first interface reflected EM wave field components for any 

expectation of success. This requirement is not radar in the classical sense in that a reflected wave returns 
from a second hidden interface. Stolar has specified that the DSR should operate in the 600 to 900-kHz 
frequency band as a continuous wave (CW) transmission system with very narrow bandwidth detection as a 
specific design requirement. For the radar to be useful, the suppression of the first interface and cross 
coupling EM field components must exceed 70 dB.   

The design criteria of the new DSR follows from comparing the transmit sign level, to the total of the first 
interface transmission loss, the attenuation and phase shift along the path to the second point or interface, 
adding the reflections loss, return path attenuation and phase shift, and first interface reflection loss. To this 
total loss we must add the pre-detection signal-to-noise ratio (S/N).  For 6-foot detection criteria in coal, this 
number is near 42 dB; a lesser amount will mean marginal performance. This number is possible given certain 
calibration routines and the new modified transceiver design. 

Task 7.0: Analysis of Coal/Rock EM Properties Update 

The success and accuracy of applying the electromagnetic methods (e.g., Stolar DSR, RIM, HS 
technologies) in the coal industry depend on the electromagnetic properties of various coal measure rocks. 
These electromagnetic properties include dielectric constant, conductivity, EM attenuation rate and phase 
change rate. The main coal measure rocks are coal, shale, sandstone and limestone. WVU has performed 
laboratory tests to determine these EM properties of coal and rock using RMPA technology. Their work in 
this area is complete. Stolar has refined its measurement antennas and processing algorithms. These 
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algorithms are data processing routines of the radar sub-system used to input a variable for the dielectric 
constant into the radar computations. 

WVU related the measured coal electrical properties to mining engineering parameters. Reliability of the 
empirical relationships will aid in the accuracy of the DSR’s estimates of coal/rock interface distances. An 
assessment of coal and rock dielectric contrasts (in particular the anisotropic variations with cleat orientation) 
was a critical factor in the antenna design. The ability to polarize the incident radar signals to improve the 
information garnered from its return signal was a major antenna design objective. Without an initial 
understanding of the quantitative nature of coal dielectric variation (for each of the 3-axes normal to each 
cleat) this objective would not have been meet. 

Task 7 Update and Phase II Objectives 

To track the boundary rocks in horizontal drilling through a coal seam, one must know the type of 
medium surrounding the radar system, as well as the distance to the top and bottom boundary rocks.  The 
radar system can then provide a map of the coal seam, as shown in Figure 17, along with the orientation data.  
To determine the type of medium being drilled, the resonant frequency of antennas is monitored.  For every 
radar measurement during horizontal drilling inside a coal seam, the top and bottom boundary rock layers are 
assumed to extend indefinitely.  This is a particularly good approximation when the operating wavelengths 
are short compared to the extent of the object under investigation, such as in reservoirs consisting of 
conductive rocks.  The lack of rotation of the drill string during DRS drilling means that the antennas’ 
positions are fairly well known at all times.  With directional antenna patterns, the beam is pointed to the top 
and bottom boundaries separately, and the distances to the top and bottom boundary rocks are adjusted 
independently. 

Drill bit

Hydrocarbon
reservior

Roof
rock

Floor
rock

 
Figure 17. Mapping coal seam variations with directional antenna patterns.  

 

The following section outlines WVU’s study of dielectric properties of rocks and coal samples.  This 
study was performed to establish the probing depth of the radar, which is based on the attenuation rate of the 
radio waves, and to determine the electrical contrast between the various media in typical coal seams. In 
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previous reports the measured resistivity values of the coal and its roof-rock samples were shown to be about 
400,000 ohm.m at 20 kHz. 

The electrical properties (dielectric constant and resistivity) of coal and rock depend on a number of 
factors, including their moisture content and petrographic character3. The electrical properties also depend on 
the relative orientation of electric fields with respect to the foliation of the sample. The orientations of a 
sample of rock or coal are shown in Figure 18.  
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Figure 18. Three possible sample orientations of a coal or rock sample. The bedding plane  
properties are important for determining the coal-rock boundary in the DSR application. 

 

 Figure 19 shows the electrical properties of some dry coal and cock samples as reported by Cook4. 
There is a typical decrease in dielectric constant and resistivity with an increasing frequency. As a result of 
the decrease in resistivity, material losses are more pronounced at higher frequencies. The difference in 
resistivity (or dielectric constant) of shale and coal samples are most pronounced at the lower frequencies. It 
is noteworthy that the results of Figure 19 were from experiments performed on the face (or butt) cleats of 
samples, and not their bedding planes. It is the bedding plane properties of coal and rock samples that affect 
the performance of the DSR. 

Since the electrical properties of coal and rock are frequency-dependant, it is conceivable that certain 
operating frequencies may be inappropriate for the DSR application.   Typically, lower operating frequencies 
propagate with less loss through coal and rock due to their higher resistivity values.  At the GHz frequency 
regime, the electrical properties of coal and rock samples have not been reported. 
                                                 
3 E.I. Parkhomenko, Electrical Properties of Rocks. New York, Plenum Press, 1967. 
4 J.C. Cook, “Radar transparencies of mine and tunnel rocks,” Geophysics, vol. 40, pp. 865-885, 1975. 
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Figure 19. Electrical properties of dry coal and roof shale samples from an underground mine in Meigs  

County, Ohio. Vertical (V, E-field perpendicular to foliation) and horizontal (H, E-field parallel  
to foliation) polarizations are indicated.  (a) Resistivity. (b) Relative dielectric constant. 

 

Rock samples collected from major coalfields (including samples shown in Figure 20) will be tested 
following standard testing procedures and techniques. Statistical analysis will be performed on the experiment 
data for each type of tested rocks. Empirical relationships between the dielectric constant and EM attenuation 
rate and phase change rate will be established. It is anticipated that using of these empirical relationships will 
improve accuracy of these electromagnetic techniques in detecting and determining geological anomalies, 
coal thickness and quality. 

It is critical that the electrical properties of the coal and rock be equated to the measurement parameters of 
the existing RMPA system. Therefore, a function RMPA/RF measurement device will be prepared by Stolar 
and supplied to WVU for use during their experimentation. A laboratory setup must also include a method by 
which two different dielectric media and be brought together the purpose of determining the reflection 
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properties at the contact plane of the media. These reflection properties are the basis of all prediction as to 
bounding rock type during DSR operation. 

West Virginia University (WVU) acquired samples of coal from different coal beds and measured the 
anisotropic relative dielectric constant of coals at radar frequencies. These coal properties have been related to 
dielectric constant. The relative dielectric constant will be measured when injected with water to determine 
changes in the anisotropic values.  

 
 

Figure 20. Samples of roof and floor coal taken from the active mining face at Consol’s Robinson Run Mine.  
These samples include portions of both the roof and floor rock and will be used for coring and dielectric study. 

 
For coal, the weak planes such as face and butt cleats have been considered. It is anticipated that the 

dielectric properties of coal, as measured by the RMPA device, will change as the orientation between the 
RMPA and the cleats changes. Tests have therefore been conducted to associate dielectric properties with 
cleat orientation. 
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WVU Department of Mining Engineering set up an electromagnetic (EM) property testing laboratory to 
deal with the dielectric study.  The laboratory tested the EM properties of various coal measure rocks for 
establishment of the EM property database.  Such a database is very useful for the applications of geophysical 
methods in the coal mining industry to improve its safety and productivity.  Two setups were used: one for the 
low frequency tests (useful for RIM technology) and another for high frequency tests (useful for ground 
penetration radar and drill string radar).   

High Frequency Test Setup. An analyzer has been loaned from NIOSH PRL.  This analyzer is for 
testing the EM property in high frequency range.  WVU is purchasing the required probe kits and software as 
well as necessary accessories from the Agilent Technologies. 

Low Frequency Test Setup.  WVU has purchased a probe kit for testing the EM properties in low 
frequency range from the Agilent Technologies.  Stolar NM has shipped an analyzer for this probe kit. 

The coal and rock samples collected from underground mines include samples from three major coal 
fields in the US (eastern, mid-west, and western). The samples are processed into core-disks for use in the 
impedance analyzer kits. The processing of the cores is done at the WVU mining engineering rock laboratory, 
as shown in Figure 21.  

 
 

Figure 21. The processing of the coal and rock samples for dielectric study includes coring a cylinder,  
cutting to a disk thickness, and finishing the edge to a parallel and smooth surface for the analysis kits. 
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Based on the test work done by WVU, Stolar developed a method of determining dielectric properties of 
rocks and coal samples.  A study was performed to establish the probing depth of the radar, which is based on 
the attenuation rate of the radio waves, and to determine the electrical contrast between the various media in 
typical coal seams. In previous reports the measured resistivity values of the coal and its roof-rock samples 
were shown to be about 400,000 ohm.m at 20 kHz. 

The (electrical) quality factor Q of a medium determines whether a material is a dielectric or a conductor. 
An infinite value for the Q corresponds to a perfect dielectric (i.e., no losses), whereas the Q of a perfect 
conductor is zero. The greater the value of Q, when Q >> 1, the better is the dielectric quality of the medium, 
so the electromagnetic waves experience less loss as they propagate through it. For any medium, the quality 
factor, which is the inverse of its loss tangent, is defined as 

 ρεεω rQ 0=  (1) 

where fπω 2= , f the frequency of operation, 0ε (=8.854*10-12 F/m) is the permittivity of the vacuum, 

rε is the dielectric constant of the medium, and ρ  is the resistivity in ohm.m. The Q of a medium is not as 
frequency-dependant as its resistivity. Generally, as f increases, rε and ρ decrease, the net result being a 
relatively stable value for Q. 

For a conducting medium, when Q << 1, one skin depth δ defines the depth of penetration of the EM 
waves. The frequency of operation can be established if one is given an expected depth of penetration and the 
electrical properties of the medium. 

 
r
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The bounding rocks are much more lossy than coal to the extent that only low-frequency (< 1 MHz) 
radio-wave signals can propagate an appreciable distance through an coal seam. It is the water content that 
results in a decrease in the resistivity value of the rocks. This water content also results in an increase in the 
dielectric constant of the porous sandstone5 compared to coal. 

In coal seam applications, where a wide bandwidth of frequencies can be transmitted through the 
formation, conventional impulse and frequency-domain can be utilized. A conventional impulse, FMCW, or 
SFCW radar system will not work if it encounters large losses (i.e., very low Q values) in its surrounding 
medium. With a low frequency of operation, the general means of detecting features (inverse scattering) is by 
employing iterative methods6. 

With the current technology, shallow depths less than 915 m (3000 ft) can be reached with coiled-tubing 
drilling. Typically, coal is within reach of this depth, but oil reservoirs are much deeper. Since coal is less 
lossy than rocks, higher frequencies of operation can be used to penetrate coal, and conventional radar 
systems can be successful in exploring its bounding rocks. In the previous report, conventional, frequency-
domain radar systems were desribed. In this report, special attention is paid to detecting boundary rocks of a 
coal, where conventional radar systems will not function. 

                                                 
5 K. Hu and C. R. Liu, “Theoretical study of the dielectric constant in porous sandstone saturated with hydrocarbon and 
water,” IEEE Trans. Geoscience and Remote Sensing, vol. 38, No. 3, pp. 1328–1336, May 2000. 
6 W. C. Chew, Waves and Fields in Inhomogeneous Media, New York: Van Nostrand Reinhold, 1990, Ch. 9. 
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The electrical properties of certain dried rocks, which can be encountered while drilling in a seam 
reservoir, were measured under laboratory conditions.  These coal and rocks exhibit dielectric, as opposed to 
conductive, properties over a broad band of frequencies because of their dry nature.  The inclusion of ionized 
water increases the conductivity of these samples.  The method for determining the electrical properties of 
compound media is described. 

For the radio-wave exploration of coal seams, low frequencies of operation must be used.  In the 
42085R03 report, low-frequency tests showed that a transmitter-receiver pair of antennas tracked an air-soil 
boundary in a deviated borehole.  Further low-frequency, two-antenna tests for tracking the soil-air boundary 
are reported here.  The soil conductivity7 is comparable to the conductivity of a typical bounding rock in a 
coal seam. The electrical properties of various rocks that can be encountered in a hydrocarbon reservoir have 
been measured.  The low-frequency material tests were performed using an Agilent8 16451B dielectric probe 
kit connected to a Hewlett-Packard9 4192A impedance analyzer (Figure 22).  This instrumentation can 
measure the electrical properties of solid materials below 10 MHz with a loss tangent below 10, which means 
that highly conductive materials cannot be tested with this setup.  The material under test must be prepared as 
a disk-shaped sample, with a diameter between 4 and 5.6 cm (1.6 and 2.2 in) and a thickness less than 1 cm 
(0.4 in).  The sample disk is placed between the two parallel-plate electrodes of the dielectric probe kit.  The 
impedance analyzer measurers the complex impedance of the material sandwiched between the electrodes.  
This complex impedance is then related to the electrical properties of the material. 

 

Figure 22.  Low-frequency dielectric probe kit for 
measuring electrical properties of rocks. 

                                                 
7 H. Fine, “An Effective Ground Conductivity Map for the Continental United States,” Proceedings IRE, Vol. 42, 
pp. 1405–1408, 1954. 
8 Agilent is a trademark of Agilent Technologies, Palo Alto, California. 
9 Hewlett Packard is a trademark of Hewlett Packard Company, Palo Alto, California. 
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The material tests for high frequencies above 200 MHz were performed with an Agilent 85070E dielectric 
probe kit connected to an Agilent 8753ES vector network analyzer.  In this case, the sample must have one 
flat surface to lay flat against the calibrated, open-circuited coaxial probe.  The instrumentation and the 
sample holder are shown in Figure 23.  The diameter of the sample must be at least 2 cm (0.8 in).  Unlike the 
aforementioned low-frequency instrumentation, the high-frequency instrumentation can measure highly 
conductive rocks. 

 

Figure 23. High-frequency instrumentation for measuring electrical properties of rocks. 

The rock samples that are extracted for laboratory measurements rarely retain their underground moisture 
content.  Typically, these samples are sent for a chemical analysis where they are run through a centrifuge.  In 
soil science and geophysical applications, the complex refractive index method (CRIM) typically is used to 
model the electrical properties of a composite material.  The CRIM is based on the electrical properties of 
every constituting component and its volume fraction.  Feng and Sen10 modified the CRIM by incorporating 
the state of the moisture in rock (oil in water or water in oil), and used porosity and water saturation in 
determining the electrical properties of partially saturated rocks.  Adding sea water to an oil-wet rock can 
dramatically affect its electrical properties by transforming it from a dielectric to a conductor. 

In reference to Figure 23, the network analyzer was used to measure the transmission characteristics of a 
pair of tuned loop antennas that are rigidly connected to each other.  The results of the transmission tests are 
graphed in Figures 24 for the deviated boreholes that had an 11-degree angle of entry in the soil with respect 
to the air-soil boundary.  To test the appropriate separation distance, the antennas were separated either 3 m 
(10 ft) or 1.5 m (5 ft). 

                                                 
10 S. Feng and P. N. Sen, “Geometrical model of conductive and dielectric properties of partially saturated rocks,” 

Journal of Applied Physics, vol. 58, pp. 3236-3243, 1985. 
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Figure 24. Measured transmission results with a transmitter-receiver pair of 
tuned loop antennas in the 11-degree-deviated borehole test site.  
The receivers were either 3 m (10 ft) (pink curves with circle 
markers) or 1.5 m (5 ft) (turquoise curves with diamond markers) 
ahead of the transmitter in the borehole. Transmitter was (a) 0.03 
m (0.1 ft), (b) 0.9 m (3 ft), (c) 1.8 m (6 ft), (d) 2.7 m (9 ft), (e) 3.6 m 
(12 ft), (f) 4.6 m (15 ft), (g) 5.5 m (18 ft), (h) 6.4 m (21 ft), (i) 7.3 m 
(24 ft), and (j) 8.2 m (27 ft) inside the deviated borehole. 

The electrical properties of dried silty sandstone and basalt were measured from 20 kHz to 3 GHz and are 
shown in Figures 25 and 26.  A gap in the measurements occurs between 10 MHz and 200 MHz.  These 
properties indicate that basalt has a lower dielectric constant and loss than dried silty sandstone.  Increasing 
the operating frequency decreases resistivity and dielectric constant values. 
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Figure 25. Measured electrical properties of a basalt sample. 
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Figure 26. Measured electrical properties of a silty sandstone sample. 
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Task 8: DSR Positioning Design Update 

Task 8 Synopsis 

The navigation instrumentation measures pitch, haw, and roll of the drilling motor subsection. Radar 
enables drilling with respect to the coal bed boundary rock.  The required number of drill holes can be 
reduced and the usefulness of the data can be improved in comparison to the conventional horizontal drilling 
technique.  The DSR navigation will enable the accurate profiling of the borehole in the coal bed. Software 
will be developed to map the borehole and create a graphical display of the vertical seam profile and plan 
view of the borehole.  Stolar will develop software for tracking and graphical display of the borehole.  The 
DSR navigation will enable the accurate profiling of the borehole in the coal bed. Software will be developed 
to map the borehole and create a graphical display of the vertical seam profile and plan view of the borehole. 

Task 8 Update and Phase II Objectives 

During Phase II Stolar developed a conceptual design based upon commercially available sensors. It 
should be noted that the tomography reconstruction algorithm to locate the geological anomalies depends on 
accuracy of the placements of the radar transmitter and receivers.  The direction of the movement of the drill 
string can be measured with a commercial gyrocompass and inclinometer (Figure 27).  By integrating the x, y, 
and z movement components of the drill head, the positioning information can be determined.  The final 
prototype design will be integrated into the DSR system and field-tested during the Phase II demonstration. 

 
Figure 27. DSR Graphical user interface positioning program display. 
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Task 9.0: DSR Hardware Development Update 

Task 9 Synopsis 

The complete packaging and housing of DSR sub-systems and electronic components has been done 
during Phase II.  The components of the DSR must be MSHA certified and fully functional for the Phase II 
demonstration.  Two primary components have already been made permissible to MSHA during Phase I 
efforts.  These components include the Electronic Enclosure and Generator Enclosure. Most of the remaining 
components have also been made permissible, with the exception of the transmitter antenna enclosure which 
is pending. 

Task 9 Update and Phase II Objectives 

The DSR-Probe fabrication is complete. Water-flow power generator has been designed, built, and tested.  
The DTS torroidal antenna test sub has been designed and built for testing multiple antenna configurations on 
2-7/8-in. EUE pipe and NQ pipe for actual field demonstration.  The DTS torroidal antenna sub is the section 
of the DSR assembly that will be the anchor point for both the electronic and radar antenna assemblies 
(Figure 28). 

 
Figure 28. DSR Hardware Components. 

Component Key: 

A: Torriod DTS Antenna  

B: Beryllium Copper Drill Pipe 

C: Explosion-Proof Electronics Enclosure  

D: DSR Electronics Chassis  

E: Down-hole Battery Pack  

F: Down-hole Turbine Generator 

The final design of the radar antenna has been selected and developed.  This antenna is of a torroid 
antenna geometry and is based on its advantages in E-Field coupling; the H field does not extend beyond the 
limits of the coil, making the antenna immune to near field disturbances from conductive objects outside of 
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the coil.  Antenna’s electronic parameters remain stable in all operating configurations, a key to success of the 
design.  If not immune, antenna would de-tune under strong near field disturbances.  A diagram of Stolar’s 
current antenna design and functionality is shown in Figure 29. 

 
Figure 29. DSR Antenna Operational Concept. 

Antenna Sub-Sections 

  The antenna geometry is a major component of the data communications system. In the initial 
prototype, multiple antenna geometries were evaluated. A second prototype data transmission system that 
could transmit signals over the outer surface of a drilling pipe has been engineered.  This system does not 
require any changes (i.e., adding wire lines) to an existing drilling pipe.  Test results for a simple two-antenna 
system for tracking a one-dimensional boundary were shown.  Data processing for tracking the features of a 
horizontal borehole was described.   

Mechanical design factors, such as strength, concentration of stress, and flow of fluid, are simplified as a 
result of using a toroidal antenna. The coil is longitudinally wrapped around a non-ferrous, non-conductive 
core. For the second prototype, Nylon 6/6 is used for the core. The core design is easily adapted to higher 
temperature plastics to facilitate higher temperature applications. All physical and some electronic parameters 
of the toroidal antenna are scaleable to design requirements. 

In the second prototype, the antenna is mounted in a robust fixture the same diameter as the drill pipe. In 
addition to housing the antenna, the fixture functions as another segment of drill pipe in the drill string. The 
signal is inductively coupled to the skin the fixture, and in turn electromechanically coupled to the skin of the 
drill pipe. This design has proven sufficient and work in this area has been completed. 

Stainless steel (SS) (multiple alloys), beryllium copper (BeCu), “ToughMet”® (a copper-nickel alloy), 
and titanium were evaluated as potential materials used to house the antenna and maximize antenna 
performance. It was determined that beryllium copper Brush Alloy 25 is the material of choice for most 
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applications. It is a very strong alloy, with a tensile strength greater than 1379 megapascals (200 kPSI) when 
it is heat treated. This allows smaller component thicknesses to achieve equal or greater strength, an essential 
factor for most applications of this design. Beryllium copper is highly conductive, within 15–20% of the 
IACS (International Annealed Copper Standard). In comparison to the 304 SS, it is 40 times more conductive. 
The conductivity maximizes the coupling efficiency of the antenna. Beryllium copper possesses very low 
relative magnetic permeability, between 0.997 and 1.003. This is near perfect transparency to slowly varying 
magnetic fields, meaning it will not affect the performance of the magnetometers inside the navigational 
package. The magnetic permeability of beryllium copper is unaffected by cold working in contrast to other 
nonmagnetic alloys that can become magnetically “hot” during machining, forming, or rigorous service. 
Beryllium copper is non-sparking (an obvious advantage in a gaseous methane environment) and non-galling, 
which translates into good wear resistance, allowing contact with other materials with a minimum of friction 
and surface damage. Beryllium copper does have several disadvantages: it is expensive and it requires a 
specially equipped machine shop to handle the potential toxicity of the dust. 

We decided to build the first mockup of the antenna fixture using 304 SS and carbon steel to test the fit 
and functionality. The mockup is based on a 70-mm (2.75-in) NQ drill pipe. While not optimum materials for 
antenna performance (i.e., conductivity and magnetic permeability), they are cheaper. This allows the design 
to be tested, fitted, faults detected, and refinements made prior to purchasing the expensive beryllium copper 
material. Size was a logistical choice based on availability of drillers using NQ pipe that partner with Stolar. 
Higher strength requirements/demands of NQ pipe exceed the requirements of smaller coiled tubing. 

The antenna fixture design consists of four sections. The first and main section is the cylindrical mandrel. 
Its dimensions are scalable to future design requirements. The toroidal antenna slides over the mandrel; thus, 
the mandrel is the section to which the antenna’s signal is initially coupled. The antenna coil is electrically 
insulated from direct contact with metal mandrel by a Mylar transformer tape layer that is 0.25 mm (0.01 in) 
thick. The tolerance of the antenna’s I.D. is 0.25 to 0.5 mm (0.01 to 0.02 in) above the outside diameter 
(O.D.) of the mandrel. This tight tolerance requires silicon lubricant to slide antenna onto the mandrel and is 
essential design element of the antenna. This compresses the antenna coil, forcing it into a uniform and 
predictable shape, ensuring the antenna meets design characteristics and maintains consistent stable 
performance. The tight tolerance also maximizes coupling efficiency by placing the coil as close as possible 
to the mandrel. The mandrel is through drilled down the center to allow flow of drilling fluid. The I.D. is 
variable to the scalable design requirements. For the NQ pipe, we are using 22.2 mm (0.875 in). This permits 
flow of 284 liters per minute at 4.14 megapascals (75 gallons per minute at 600 PSI). The O.D. surface of the 
mandrel contains longitudinally milled grooves along its entire length to allow the routing of cables. This 
serves communications antenna cables as well as through cables to and from adjacent housings. There are two 
grooves, 180 degrees opposed. 

The second section is the protective sleeve. It slides over the antenna and protects the antenna from 
abrasion and fluid intrusion. It is a cylindrical tube made of polycarbonate, which has high impact and 
abrasion resistance. It is also non-conductive which avoids problems with bucking currents being induced in a 
conductive sleeve. As an alternative easily adaptable to the antenna housing fixture design, the design may 
use a metal sleeve for extreme abrasion environments. This alternative design requires electrical insulators at 
the ends of the sleeve to prevent bucking currents from interfering with the signal induced onto the drill pipe. 
Again, the sleeve’s dimensions are scalable to design requirements. For the NQ pipe, tolerance of the I.D. of 
the sleeve is 0.25 to 0.5 mm (0.01 to 0.02 in) above the O.D. of the antenna coil, and functions to compress 
the coil in the same fashion as the mandrel. 

The third and fourth sections consist of end fittings (two pieces, one for each end); they serve as anchor 
points for mandrel and protective sleeve. One fitting bolts to each end of the mandrel using five high-strength 
bolts in a five-point “star” pattern. The protective sleeve slides over a portion of each end fitting. The junction 
is grooved for O-rings to seal against fluid intrusion. The end fittings couple the antenna housing fixture onto 
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the drill pipe. The fittings are threaded, again scalable to design requirements. The current thread is for the 
NQ pipe. The end fittings also function as an attach point for the electronics housings. The electronics 
housings are connected to the end fittings using a modular interface fixture. This facilitates changing the 
design to support different electronics housings designs without changing antenna housing fixture design. 

The physical parameters and requirements of coiled tubing and segmented drill pipe presented limitations 
to the physical dimensions of the antenna. Considerations included the O.D. of the tubing or pipe, the required 
I.D. to permit flow of drilling fluid, the required wall thickness to meet strength requirements of the tubing or 
pipe, and the required material thickness for abrasion resistance. 

To calculate and predict the performance and physical design parameters of the antenna, a computer 
program was developed as a design tool. The program was used to calculate the antenna dimensions, namely, 
coil length, inside and outside diameter, wall thickness, number of loop turns, and the spacing between turns. 
The formula for predicting the inductance of the toroidal antenna is shown below 

 
1
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where L is the inductance in Henries, N is the number of turns on the coil, Λ is the length of the coil in 
inches, D2 is the outside diameter of the coil in inches, and D1 is the inside diameter of the coil in inches. The 
formula’s coefficient (0.0046) was an empirically derived number, which is impacted by the ratio of D2 to 
D1. The current antenna design uses a coefficient of 0.003758. 

As a design tool, the program uses electronic and some physical parameters as inputs, allowing the user to 
specify the limits of the design. The program then calculates the remaining physical design using these 
boundaries or limits. This allows the user to quickly see the effects of specific variables, what parameter the 
variable impacts, and serves as an indicator of the tolerances to which a variable must be controlled to ensure 
accuracy of the design. Ultimately, the program calculates tube core dimensions and displays the required 
dimensional tolerances. These dimensions and tolerances are then used to machine a plastic tube, which 
serves as a framework to wrap the coil. 

Using the computer program, we isolated and controlled design variables to improve the accuracy of 
empirical values verses predicted values to less than 1%. Some of the key variables controlled are: 

• Coil length: it has a direct impact on impedance and inductance of the antenna 

• Coil O.D., I.D., and core wall thickness: they all impact inductance and impedance. Differences 
of only 0.25 mm (0.01 in) can make a 10% difference in measured inductance and impedance. 
Controlling these variables required incorporating coil compression into the physical design of 
the antenna mounting fixture to force the coil into a uniform and predictable shape. 

• Spacing between antenna turns (N spacing): tighter spacing for a given number of turns increases 
impedance. Tighter spacing also increases the potential for more turns overall. Increased turns 
increases inductance and impedance. The combined impedance increase is not linear. It is 
sensitive to changes in spacing of less than 0.025 mm (0.001 in). Physically, it is very difficult to 
control this tolerance. The individual effect per turn is very small, but when combined over a 
large number of turns, the combined effect can be significant (20–30% effect on overall 
impedance). Control of this variable is maintained by wrapping coil to maximum turn density or 
near zero spacing between turns. The impedance per turn at specific turn densities was measured 
empirically. 
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• American wire gauge (AWG): a low-gauge (thick-diameter) wire reduces the impedance of the 
coil in two ways. First, it inherently has low resistance, as governed by the formula: 

 
S

lR
σ

=  (5) 

where R is resistance, l is the length of the wire, σ is the conductivity of the wire, and S is the 
cross sectional area of the wire. Second, the greater diameter of a wire reduces the number of 
turns possible in a given coil. The difference in diameter in the AWG standard is not linear. The 
effect upon the overall coil impedance was taken empirically. 

• Frequency: increasing frequency decreases the coil’s impedance. To control and compare this, we 
ran calculations at discrete frequencies, specifically 91.5 kHz (original frequency), 100, 110, 120, 
130, 140, and 150 kHz. We also collected all the mentioned empirical measurements at these 
frequencies. Since the amplitude of RFI in a mine tends to be greater at frequencies below 
90 kHz, and the Deer Creek and Snyder tests highlighted the system’s vulnerability to RFI, 
collecting these data supports the potential of changing the system to a slightly higher center 
frequency. 

• Impedance: we controlled the total circuit impedance verse the coil’s impedance. MSHA requires 
large DC blocking capacitors in series with the coil. These large capacitors, combined with the 
tuning capacitors, presented a significant amount of effective series resistance (ESR). We 
measured the ESR of the capacitors at a frequency range (91.5 to 150 kHz) and incorporated 
these empirical data into the database’s calculations. 

With the variables controlled, we then refined the design parameters to meet MSHA intrinsic safety 
requirements (Reference ACRI2001, Criteria for the Evaluation and Test of Intrinsically Safe Apparatus and 
Associated Apparatus, Sections 10 and 11, Figure 11.2, Ignition Curve for Inductive Circuits). This figure 
plots a curve compiled of input voltage, inductance, and current that indicates the threshold at which an 
inductive circuit possesses enough spark or thermal energy to ignite a methane/air mixture or coal dust. 
Values above the curve will ignite a methane/air mixture or coal dust, thus cannot be intrinsically safe. Values 
below the curve will not ignite a methane/air mixture or coal dust. Components with values between 100 and 
90% of the curve require empirical testing by MSHA to certify as intrinsically safe. Components with values 
below 90% of the curve do not require empirical testing by MSHA to certify as intrinsically safe. For our 
application, the parameter values indicated by curve are: 

Inductance Volts Input Amperes Loop Current 
180µH 14.7 3.0 

 
To speed the MSHA certification process by avoiding mandatory empirical testing, we decided to target 

values below 90% of the curve. Initially we targeted a value at 85% of the curve. The additional 5% (85% 
versus 90%) was a conservative selection due to initial uncertainty of the accuracy to which we could 
construct an antenna. It provided “wiggle room” in actual parameters verses design parameters, and ensures 
the antenna designed to these parameters will never exceed the 90% value. The 85% values are: 

Inductance Volts Input Amperes Loop Current 
180µH 14.7 2.55 

(3.00 x 0.85 = 2.55 amps) 
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The target values were later increased to 89% of curve as we improved the accuracy of the predicted 
antenna parameters versus the empirical parameters of the fabricated antenna. Per ACRI2001, selected values 
must also be safety factored (divided by 1.225). The safety-factored antenna values at 91.5 kHz are: 

Percentage of Curve 85 89 
Inductance 180µH 180µH 
Input Voltage 12 V (14.7/1.225) 12 V (14.7/1.225) 
Amperes of Loop Current 2.08 (2.55/1.225) 2.18 (3.0 x 0.89=2.67) 

(2.67/1.225=2.18) 
Minimum total circuit 
impedance 

5.77 Ω (V/I=R, 12/2.08) 5.51 Ω (V/I=R, 12/2.18) 

ESR of Capacitors @ 91.5 
kHz 

0.79 Ω 0.79Ω 

Minimum Coil Impedance 4.98 Ω (5.77-0.79) 4.72 Ω (5.51-0.79) 
 

The combined control of the all the variables and the adjustment to the formula’s coefficient improved the 
overall accuracy of the antenna to within 1% of the predicted value. This precise control allows us to optimize 
antenna performance to the limits of the design requirements and the MSHA intrinsically safe certification 
standard, and repeatedly manufacture an accurate antenna to meet these standards. 

In the previous semi-annual report, it was indicated that RFI was a significant problem. To address this 
issue, we have developed a new modem design. It is currently in final stages of circuit card layout. Reduction 
of in-band RFI is a major criterion for the success of the system. 

The antenna has been tested for isolation between two drill rod antennas (transmitter and receiver) 
separated by 10 ft.  This involved tested the Horizon Sensor (HS) directional coupler in its circuit to provide a 
10 dB coupling factor and better than 55 dB isolation from 10 to 200 MHz.  A single antenna with the HS 
directional coupler can provide better isolation between the transmitter and receiver than the physical 
separation between two transmitter and receiver antennas at frequencies below 200 MHz.  Stolar has also 
tested the matching and radiation of some broadband antennas in the lab using an Agilent 8753ES network 
analyzer.  For covering frequencies below 200 MHz, the most broadband and efficient antenna that was tested 
was a 53-in-long, resistively-loaded folded dipole, which was fed by a balun (Figure 30).   

 
Figure 30. Prototype Radar Antennas (Dual Sleeve Transmitter – Top;  Dual Field Receiver – Bottom). 

The following operational limitations were concluded: 

DSR system operational limitations 

 The medium under investigation cannot have excessive electrical losses 
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 Boundaries must reflect the transmitted signal 

 The system distinguishes between the top and bottom boundaries with directional antennas 

Based on these performance limitations, the final antenna configuration was finalized and it shown in 
Figure 31. This configuration consists of two orthogonal antenna windings for 625-kHz and 833-kHz. The 
layout is termed “multi-axial” and has shown the best performance during testing. 

 
Figure 31. Final Transmitter Radar Antennas (multi-axial layout with onboard electronics). 

 
MSHA Approvals 

An important task was to secure MSHA approval for the DSR probe that will be inserted into a gas 
environment with possible ignition risks.  The majority of the DSR system is MSHA approved  as either 
explosion-proof (X/P) or intrinsically-safe (I/S). The RF electronics tube, and the water-turbine generator 
tube, have both recently been granted X/P certifications.  These two devices are shown in Figure 32.  An 
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optional Explosion-Proof (XP) battery pack has been built and tested.  This pack provides back-up power to 
primary downhole generator (MSHA approval number: XP-4188-0 RIM IV Explosion Proof Probe.  

 

Figure 32. The water-turbine generator (left) and the DSR electronics housing (right) have both been 
approved as Explosion-Proof (X/P) by MSHA during Phase I efforts. Note: The RIM X/P housing is the same as 

the DSR electronics housing. 

The antenna subsection has been made I/S approved by adding DC-barrier blocks to the antenna circuit; 
they are essential components of MSHA intrinsic safety certification. DC Blocks ensure that a short circuit on 
the components inside the XP housing cannot generate enough spark or thermal energy within the antenna 
circuit to ignite a methane/air mixture or coal dust. Each DC Block consists of three large capacitors in series. 
One DC block is in series with each antenna lead. The three capacitors provide a three-layer component 
failure protection. A failure of any two layers will not render the component hazardous. We used MSHA-
approved DC blocks from another one of Stolar’s systems (reference MSHA approval number 18-A050003-0, 
RIM IV Radio Imaging Down-Hole System). 

Using the DC Blocks complicates antenna tuning by placing a large capacitance in series with the antenna 
coil. The total series capacitance of the DC Blocks is greater than the amount required to tune the antenna. 
The system design requires the antenna to operate in transmit and receive modes: series tune (low impedance) 
for transmit mode; parallel tune (high impedance) for receive mode. Prior to DC Blocks, a single capacitance 
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value, switched from parallel to series, could tune the antenna in both modes. With the DC Blocks installed in 
series, the values required to tune in parallel differ from the values need in series. This requires the system 
switch between two different tuning channels. The system used at Deer Creek could only switch a single 
channel. An existing tuning board was adapted to facilitate two tuning channels on a single tuning CCA. We 
modified the existing Stolar RX/TX Switch CCA to have the capability of switching between two 
independent tuning channels. The new design saves space and avoids a major redesign of the tuning scheme. 

Power Management 

The design of the battery pack includes power integration circuitry to accommodate software control of 
the system power on-off.  The focus is to afford complete control of downhole power by the operator at the 
annulus of the wellbore.  The operator can place the system in a power saving “listen-only” mode or turn the 
system off completely. 

In the listen-only mode, the downhole system does not transmit regular status messages.  Instead, only the 
system’s receiver functions operate, listening for a “wake-up” message from the operator.  Once this message 
is received, the system returns to normal operation.  Listen-only operation provides significant power savings; 
anticipated battery life in the listen-only mode (starting at full charge) is approximately 30 to 50 hours. 

The operator may choose to power the system down completely.  In this mode, all system functions cease.  
As such, the system can remain downhole for long durations without draining the battery.  This is particularly 
useful when drilling operations must temporary cease for logistical or operational reasons because it 
eliminates the need to “trip” the entire system out of the wellbore.  Normal system operation is restored by 
reestablishing a nominal flow of drilling fluid, even a short duration flow.  This flow spins the generator, 
providing a pulse of power to the downhole system.  The battery pack electronics sense this pulse and restore 
battery power and normal system operation. 

The new design also allows the system to automatically power itself down in stages when the 
communication system is not in use.  The operator can set the parameters of these automatic stages.  As an 
example, the system can place itself in listen-only mode after a predetermined time has elapsed since the last 
message was received from the surface.  Further, if a wake-up message is not received in another 
predetermined time, the system can shut itself down entirely. 

Surface Controller Sub-Section 

The GUI for the surface operator has been selected to be a personal digital assistant (PDA). Buttons on a 
PDA have been re-programmed to display custom graphics, received from measurement electronics, on a 
real-time basis. The PDA can operate either wirelessly or with an attached wire with minimal power 
consumption. The position of the drill with respect to the wellhead is formed on the PDA by a combination of 
information from the navigation package underground and the coiled-tubing spool. The information obtained 
from the coiled-tubing spool must include the diameter of the coiled tubing as well as the number of rotations 
it experiences. The rotational information of the spool should be generally available from an encoder. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION – Summary of Developmental Testing 

Task 10.0: DSR Field Testing Update 

Power Generator Testing 

A test was performed to evaluate the water pressure and flow rates needed for the turbine generators and 
antenna assemblies.  The tests will be done in conjunction with Mack Drilling, a local driller in the Raton 
Basin.  It used one water well drilling truck as the pumping station for the flow loop tests.  The truck had a 
variable flow capacity of 378 liters per minute at 24 megapascals (100 gallons per minute at 3,500 psi).  
Figure 33 shows a diagram of the test setup.  This pump truck had sufficient pressure and flow to test the 
generators and antennas in an actual drilling application. At the maximum pump pressure, the electrical output 
of the generator was 15 VDC under a continuous amperage load of 2.8 A. 

 

Figure 33.  Flow loop pressure testing diagram for antennas and turbine generators. 

DTS Data Transmission System Testing 

The first DSR data transmission system prototype (DTS) was tested at a CONSOL facility in 
Morgantown, West Virginia. The test used a metal drill pipe of 960 feet placed on the surface.The prototype 
DTS antennas were used to propagate a signal from one end of the pipe to the other. The results showed good 
communication capability with both loop and ferrite antennas. However, the ferrite antenna provided 18dB 
better sensitivity than loop. At full pipe length the signal strength is about 40dB above the threshold signal-to-
noise ratio.  Performance was excellent with data signal attenuation along the pipe at about 20dB. The 50-dB 
system capability indicates that data transmission is possible over 2500 feet of drill pipe. Based on these 
initial prototype test results of the DTS system, the final modem prototype boards were designed, built and 
tested. 
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The final DSR data transmission system (DTS) was tested at the Deer Creek Mine near Price, Utah. 
This test involved placing the DTS on the front of a 500-foot section of drill pipe and pushing the string into a 
horizontal borehole in the coal seam. The battery-powered DTS module was set to continuously broadcast a 
specific set of data values up the drill pipe. A receiver unit was placed near the borehole collar to detect and 
record the up-hole data stream. The received signal strength was only 20dB attenuated after the 500-ft 
propagation length. Given the dynamic range of the DTS system, a distance capability of over 1200-ft is 
projected. The drill string test at Deer Creek Mine is shown in Figure 34. 

 

Figure 34.  Field testing of DTS probe at Deer Creek Mine. 

Radar System Testing- Raton Surface Site 

We have also set up an experiment to test the feasibility of using a radar system to detect and track an air-
soil boundary.  The electrical properties of air and soil are vastly different.  At amplitude modulation (AM) 
broadcast frequencies, the ground resistivity of the continental United States has been documented by Keller 
and Frischknecht11.  In northern New Mexico where our test site is located, the soil resistivity value is 
relatively low (from 50 to 500 ohm.m), much the same as the resistivity of oil-saturated rocks in a typical oil 
reservoir.  If the radar tool cannot detect and track an air-soil boundary, it will be unable to detect reflections 

                                                 
11 G. V. Keller and F. C. Frischknecht, Electrical Methods in Geophysical Prospecting, Pergamon Press, London, 
England, 1966. 
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from a weaker reflecting boundary like a bounding rock of a hydrocarbon reservoir.  At the test site shown in 
Figure 35, two deviated boreholes were tested.  One made an 11-degree angle and the other made a 15-degree 
angle with the air-soil boundary.  These boreholes allow inserting 2.5-cm (1-in) tools.  This size of borehole is 
on the order of a CT-drilled microhole. 

 

Figure 35.  Location of the deviated test boreholes for tracking 
 the air-soil boundary. 

Two axially wrapped loop antennas were connected to the two ports of an Agilent 8753ES network 
analyzer.  The network analyzer can measure the reflection coefficient (or equivalently the input impedance) 
of individual ports and the transmission coefficient between the two ports across a band of frequencies.  The 
two loop antennas were connected with a 3-m (10-ft) long or a 1.5-m (5-ft) section of steel rod.   The two test 
antennas were identically made with 690 turns of 26-AWG wire.  These loops were wrapped around a 
Garolite tube, which is a paper-based laminate with phenolic resin binder, with a diameter of 1.9 cm (0.75 in).  
The antenna section was 31 cm (12.25 in) long.  Each antenna required a 50-pF tuning capacitor for the 
operating frequency of about 860 kHz in air.  

These low-frequency loop antennas measure the gradient of the received signals and reduces the effects of 
the primary wave in the process. A diagram of the gradiometer system in a horizontal borehole is shown in 
Figure 36, where the two receiver (RX1 and RX2) antennas are the same distance from the transmitter (TX) 
antenna. The physical separation between the TX and receiver (RX) antennas also reduces the effects of the 
invasion zone created by the borehole drilling fluid and emphasizes the effects of the bounding rocks. 
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Figure 36. Stolar gradiometer system in a horizontal borehole in an oil reservoir. 

In order to determine the direction of the reflected waves in a three-dimensional imaging scheme, each 
RX antenna measures all three orthogonal vector components of the magnetic field intensity. This is 
accomplished by using three loop antenna orientations as shown in Figure 37. The placement of antenna pairs 
also allows the determination of the gradient of the magnetic field intensity. The main transmitting and 
receiving loop antennas are x-directed horizontal magnetic dipoles (HMD-x), wrapped around the axis of the 
drill rod. Not only do the y-directed horizontal magnetic dipoles (HMD-y) and the vertical magnetic dipoles 
(VMD) provide information regarding the direction of the reflected waves, but they also act as bucking coils 
by reducing the effects of the primary wave for the main HMD-x receiver antennas. 

 

RX1

HMD-y VMD HMD-xHMD-x VMD
x

HMD-y

RX2

HMD-x

TX

 

Figure 37. Gradiometer antenna orientations. 

In addition to keeping track of multiple instantaneous measurements for detecting the boundaries of an oil 
reservoir, the gradiometer system incorporates the information about the orientation of the tool and the 
borehole. Then, by comparing the signals from the matched pair of receivers, the drilling operator would 
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know if the tool is in mid seam, or if one antenna is approaching the boundary rocks of the hydrocarbon 
reservoir. 

We set up an experiment in a deviated borehole in order to test the feasibility of using a two-antenna 
system in detecting and tracking an air-soil boundary. The value of resistivity for most top soils is low , much 
the same as the rocks in an oil reservoir. The air and soil electrical properties are vastly different; therefore, if 
the tool cannot detect and detect the air-soil boundary, then it will be unable to detect reflections from a 
weaker rock reflecting boundary. 

The test borehole, making an 11-degree angle with the air-soil boundary, allowed inserting 2.5-cm (1-in) 
tools. For the initial test, two loop antennas were connected to the two ports of an Agilent 8753ES vector 
network analyzer. The test setup is shown in Figure 38. The two antennas were connected to each other via a 
3.5-m (10-ft) long steel rod and inserted in the test borehole. The coaxial cable of the antenna that was farther 
inside the test hole had to cross over the other antenna. This is a shortcoming of the test setup with 
commercial equipment and will not be a factor in the final version of the product. 

Coax cable 1

Coax cable 2
Loop antenna1

To network
analyzer

Loop antenna2

Steel rod

 Figure 38. Radar test setup for use in a deviated borehole to track an air-soil boundary. 

For the test setup shown in Figure 38, the two loop antennas were identically made with 690 turns of 26-
AWG wire. The loops were wrapped around a Garolite tube, which is a paper-based laminate with phenolic 
resin binder, with a diameter of 1.9 cm (0.75-in). The antenna section was 31 cm (12.25 in) long. Each 
antenna required a 50-pF tuning capacitor for the operating frequency of about 860 kHz in air. 

In reference to Figure 38, the network analyzer was used to measure the reflection coefficient from each 
loop antenna, as well as the transmission between them. The real and imaginary components of the measured 
reflection coefficient of individual antennas are shown in Figures 39 and 40. The measurements were taken 
with the antennas lying on the ground, and with the antennas inside the test borehole for tracking the air/soil 
boundary. The transmission loss between the two test antennas is graphed in Figure 41. 
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Figure 39. Reflection from Antenna 1 in the deviated test borehole. (a) Real part of reflection 
coefficient. (b) Imaginary part of reflection coefficient. Blue with unfilled diamonds: antenna 1 was on the 
ground; depth was 0. Blue with filled diamonds: depth was 0.6 m (1.9 ft). Brown with x markers: depth was 
0.9 m (3 ft). Red with o markers: depth was 1.3 m (4.2 ft). Blue with + markers: depth was 1.6 m (5.2 ft). 
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Figure 40. Reflection from Antenna 2 in the deviated test borehole. (a) Real part of reflection 
coefficient. (b) Imaginary part of reflection coefficient. Blue with unfilled diamonds: antenna 2 was on the 
ground; depth was 0. Blue with filled diamonds: depth was 3 cm (0.1 ft). Brown with x markers: depth was 33 
cm (1.1 ft). Red with o markers: depth was 70 cm (2.3 ft). Blue with + markers: depth was 98 cm (3.2 ft). 

 

Figure 41. Transmission loss between the two antennas in the deviated test borehole. Blue with unfilled 
diamonds: Antennas 1 and 2 were on the ground; depth was 0. Blue with filled diamonds: Antenna 1 depth 
was 0.6 m (1.9 ft) and the Antenna 2 depth was 3 cm (0.1 ft). Brown with x markers: Antenna 1 depth was 0.9 
m (3 ft) and Antenna 2 depth was 33 cm (1.1 ft). Red with o markers: Antenna 1 depth was 1.3 m (4.2 ft) and 
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Antenna 2 depth was 70 cm (2.3 ft). Blue with + markers: Antenna 1 depth was 1.6 m (5.2 ft) and Antenna 2 
depth was 98 cm (3.2 ft). 

We note that when the antennas were placed above ground, their resonant frequency was higher than 
when they were placed inside the test hole. The reflection coefficients do not seem to indicate a pattern; 
however, the transmission loss between the two antennas increases as they were pushed deeper inside the 
hole. This indicates that the air-soil boundary is constructively (and predictably) affecting the transmission 
between the two loop antennas. There is an anomaly in the reflection of Antenna 2 when its depth was 33 cm 
(i.e., the brown curve). This anomaly spills over to the transmission losses as well. Electrical and geological 
noise can corrupt the data to a point that some data points must be disregarded. 

A second prototype data transmission system that could transmit signals over the outer surface of a 
drilling pipe has been engineered. This system does not require any changes (i.e., adding wire lines) to an 
existing drilling pipe, and the test results will be reported in the next report. A DSP-based radar system has 
been designed. The radar system will be used to detect the boundaries of a hydrocarbon system using a 3-axis 
gradiometer topology below 1 MHz. Test results indicated that a one-dimensional boundary can be tracked 
with the transmission between two low-frequency loop antennas. 

Radar System Testing- SUFCO Mine Site 

Testing of the prototype DSR antennas has continued at an underground mine (SUFCO) throughout the 
duration of the project. Horizontal in-seam boreholes (originating from an underground entry) were drilled at 
different distance from the roof and floor rock.  The tests have confirmed the functional performance, data 
transmission via the drillstring, and electric power generation by water flow.  The first test involved inserting 
the DSR tool into SUFCO’s boreholes remaining from Task 5 (without an entire drill string assembly).   

The front view of the test holes is shown in Figure 42.  Table 2 contains a description of all the test holes. 
Diameter of every test hole was 3 1/8 in. The test holes were bore into a meshed area of a rib at 2Left-Entry2-
Crosscut1.  
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Figure 42. Front view of the geometry of the test holes at SUFCO Mine’s #2 Left, Entry2, 
Crosscut 1. Holes a and b sloped up towards the roof, whereas hole d sloped towards the floor. 
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Table 2. Description of the test holes in Figure 42 
 

Hole Depth (ft) Orientation 

a 17.5 Sloped up at 10 degrees towards roof 

b 23.3 Sloped up at 6 degrees towards roof 

c 10.0 Horizontal 

d 25.0 Sloped down at 13 degrees towards floor 

e 20.0 Horizontal 

f 20.0 Horizontal 

 

At SUFCO, locations of the boreholes were selected to test different planes of the coal.  Horizontal test 
holes e and f were not utilized in this test, as they were drilled for characterizing the condition of the coal for a 
void-detection technology (ahead of mining). The test holes were dry, except for hole d, which had water at 
the depth of about 23.5 ft.  The holes were in excellent condition; we had little difficulty moving our (2.75-in 
diameter) antenna sub-assembly inside the test holes.   

The test equipment consisted of antennas connected to an Agilent 8753ES vector network analyzer 
through 30-ft long coaxial cables.  Two pairs of broadband, open-ended waveguide (OEG) antennas were 
tested: one “low-frequency” pair operated from 1 to 1.5 GHz, while the other high-frequency pair operated 
from 2 to 2.5 GHz. The antennas were always connected in a pair. 

With the lower-frequency (and higher-frequency) pair of antennas connected to the test ports of the 
8753ES, we measured the reflection properties of individual antennas as well as the transmission loss between 
them.  It is the reflection properties of an antenna that would indicate the presence of a reflecting interface 
such as the coal-rock boundary.  The transmission tests shed light on the losses experienced by the 
propagating waves through the bedding plane of the coal. 

a) Transmission Tests 

When the antenna pair was placed inside holes c and d and pointed towards each other, the graphs in 
Figure 43 were measured.  The antennas were pushed in the same distance as these measurements were made.  
One can clearly see that the transmission losses between these two antennas were in the noise.  The noise 
level was around 70 dB.  
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Figure 43. Transmission between a pair of antennas facing each other insides holes c and d.  (a) Low-frequency pair.   
(b) High-frequency pair.  Green and red curves, respectively, correspond to depths of 5 and 9 ft inside the test holes.   

Relative antenna pair positions inside test holes are also shown. 
 

When the test antenna pair was placed inside holes b and c and pointed towards each other, the 
measurements of Figure 44 were recorded.  Transmission losses between the antennas can be measured.  As 
the distance between the antenna pair increases, the signal loss between them increases.  The difference 
between the losses is due to the increased spreading of the waves and the increased coal material losses. 
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Figure 44. Transmission between a pair of antennas facing each other insides holes b and c.  (a) Low-frequency pair.  (b) High-
frequency pair.  Green and red curves, respectively, correspond to depths of 5 and 9 ft inside the test holes, whereas the blue curve 

corresponds to a depth of 1 ft.   Relative antenna pair positions inside test holes are also shown. 
 

b) Reflection Tests 

 The measured data for the reflection tests were the input impedance of an antenna over a frequency 
sweep.  With our network analyzer, the reflection coefficient Γ  is related to the input impedance Z by the 
following formula: 

50
50

+
−

=Γ
Z
Z

            

After the frequency-response of the reflection coefficient has been determined, an inverse discrete Fourier 
transform converts the data to time-domain. Throughout, we assume the medium has a relative dielectric 
constant of 4, hence,  

851483 e./ec ==  (m/s) 
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 To determine the coal-floor rock boundary, test hole d was utilized to measure the response of a 
downward pointed antenna every 6 in.  Based on the information in Figure 45 and Table 2, the borehole 
should intersect the floor rock at the depth of 17.5 ft had the coal-rock boundary remained flat.  However, 
according to the drill reports received from Agapito Associates, test hole d did not intersect rock.  All holes, 
except hole a, were in coal according to the drill reports.  After an antenna was inserted to a depth of 23.5 ft, 
we discovered that there was water there.  The extent of the water is unknown.  Figure 46 shows a cross-cut 
view of the drill hole d. 

 
 

Figure 45. Cross-cut view of test hole d. 
 

 In order to find the coal-roof rock boundary, the test antennas were inserted inside test hole a.  
According to the drill reports, test hole a intersected the roof rock at the depth of 16 ft.  Measurements were 
made every 6 inches with the antenna pointed up towards the roof rock.  A cross-cut view of hole a is in 
Figure 31.  

 
 

Figure 46. Cross-cut view of test hole a. 
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1) Low-Frequency Results 

The raw data of a low-frequency antenna inside test hole d is shown in Figure 47.   We note that at 13.5 or 
22.5 ft, the measured frequency-domain data did not change. For the low-frequency antennas, we transformed 
the 1.1 to 1.5 GHz frequency-domain data.   The transformed time-domain data for all the measurements 
made inside test holes a and d are shown in Figure 48.  The color map shows the value of the transformed 
data, in dB. 

 
 

Figure 47. Frequency-response of a low-frequency antenna inside hole d.  The response in air, just outside of the  
test hole, is also shown.  (a) Real part of input impedance.  (b) Imaginary part of the input impedance. 
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Figure 48. Time-domain response from low-frequency antennas.  

 (a) Antenna 1 in hole d looking down.  (b) Antenna 2 in hole a looking up. 
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2) High-Frequency Results 

 For the high-frequency antennas, we transformed the 2.0 to 2.5 GHz frequency-domain data.  Time-
domain results are shown in Figures 49 and 50. 

 
 

Figure 49.  Time-domain response from high-frequency  
antennas in hole d looking down.  (a) Antenna 1.  (b) Antenna 2.  
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Figure 50.  Time-domain response from high-frequency antennas  
in hole a looking up.  (a) Antenna 1.  (b) Antenna 2.  

 

  The operational problems encountered with the DSR prototype tool were severe and required most of 
the available time to resolve.  As a consequence, only a small percentage of the functionalities of the DSR 
prototype tool were demonstrated. However, the Weatherford Field Tests greatly improved our understanding 
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of the DSR prototype. As discussed, many short-coming were uncovered and more work was obviously 
devoted to making the DSR system commercially viable.  

In this regard, it was decided to construct a test site at Stolar’s facility in Raton, New Mexico for 
testing capabilities similar to those at Weatherford’s facility in Texas. This local test site would include a 
series of vertical boreholes in a pattern complex enough to allow the DSR probe a variety of reflection and 
transmission testing. This site was developed in October 2007 and has a borehole pattern diagrammed in 
Figure 51. Testing at the Raton Borehole Site involved placing the DRS system into the center borehole and 
measuring the RADAR reflection from objects in adjacent boreholes. These items included steel pipe (of 
various lengths), water-filled tubes (non-metallic), and saturated soil. All of these reflection targets were used 
to assess the directivity of the multi-axial DSR antennas and the accuracy of the distance predictions. 
Positioning of the DSR prototype at the Raton Borehole Site is shown in Figure 52. 

 
Local testing in these boreholes has continued almost weekly since site development, therefore no 

single test event has been documented for these reports. Instead, data and instrument evaluations were used by 
engineering staff the make improvements to the DSR system design and packaging.   

 

 

Figure 51.  New DSR testing site at Stolar’s New Mexico facility. The site, developed in October 2007, 
includes a vertical borehole pattern that facilitates a variety of reflection and transmission testing.  
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Figure 52.  DSR deployment and testing site at Stolar’s Borehole Site.  

Task 11.0: In-Mine Field Demonstration 

       A major field-test of the DSR system was completed during the final extension period. The tests were 
conducted at the Weatherford Training/Test Facility located in Fort Worth, Texas.  Weatherford is a major 
horizontal direction drilling and mapping company with a strong presence in the oil and natural gas industry. 
Their testing facility proved ideal for testing of the DSR prototype since the boreholes were wide-diameter, 
entirely vertical, and in tight proximity to one another. This allowed the DSR prototype to be placed in a 
borehole, at a specific geologic horizon, and for reflecting sources to be placed at various distance and 
geometries for the probe (in adjacent boreholes).  
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The test objectives for this test were to demonstrate the field deployability of the DSR prototype tool; and 
demonstrate the ability of the DSR prototype tool to “target” a reflecting surface within a radius of 20 feet 
from the borehole containing the DSR prototype tool. 
 

Description of Test Site 

Weatherford’s Training/Test Facility consists of two boreholes with supporting structures to help 
place tools in and out of the boreholes.  At surface, the two boreholes are spaced 19 feet 10 inches center-to-
center, but because the two boreholes have not been surveyed to depth, the deviations away from the surface 
separation distance are not known.  When viewing the training facility face on, as shown in Figure 1, the left 
borehole was used as the borehole for emplacing the DSR prototype tool and the steel casing in right borehole 
was the target.  The former hole has a total depth of 500 feet and is PVC cased down to 375-foot depth.  The 
remainder of the borehole from depth 375 feet to total depth (TD) is open hole. The right borehole, the target 
borehole, is 280 feet in total depth and is lined with metal casing from the surface to TD. The Weatherford 
Filed Tests proved a very valuable exercise and greatly advanced the state of the project. The test site and the 
subsurface geology are shown in Figure 53. 

 

Figure 53.  Weatherford test site and subsurface geology.  
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Test Plan Logistics 

The test logistics included placing the DSR prototype tool into the borehole as shown in Figure 54.  
The DSR prototype tool operates as a transceiver with separated receive and transmit sections, as shown in 
Figure 55.  Power for the transmit section, data, and command and control from the surface unit to the DSR 
prototype tool are all carried along a 7-conductor wireline. 
 

 

Figure 54.  Insertion of the DSR prototype tool into the source borehole. 
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Figure 55.  The DSR prototype tool prior to being lowered into the source borehole. The four major sections 
of the tool assembly are indicated. 

From the surface, the DSR prototype tool is controlled via a laptop computer, running proprietary 
software (see Figure 56).  The software is portable and may be integrated into any platform running Windows 
OS.  At this stage, software control of the DSR prototype tool was not automated and required expertise to 
properly operate the system. Figure 57 shows a screen capture of part of the interface needed to control the 
DSR prototype tool. 
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The control of the DSR prototype tool requires that both the transmitter (TX) and receiver (RX) sections 

be commanded individually.  Further, in regards to tuning and system calibration, each section must be tuned 
separately as well.  The user interface shown in Figure 57 is only one of five pages that must be “tweaked” in 
real time to set up the system for proper operation.  This procedure is anything but routine and requires an 
operator with extensive knowledge of the theory of operation for the DSR prototype tool.  Some of these 
limitations on operator proficiency are due in part to the nature of prototype testing.  Access to and 
understanding of the actual operation of the DSR prototype tool in situ will help pave the way for autonomous 
operation of the tool in future development cycles. 

 

 

Figure 56. Command and control of the DSR prototype tool is executed via a laptop PC.  
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Figure 57. Screen shot of the surface graphical user interface for command-control of the DSR prototype 
tool. 

Both transmitter and receiver sections of the DSR prototype tool must be calibrated separately and 
then jointly for proper system operation.  The DSR prototype tool has capability to generate three operating 
frequencies simultaneously.  The number of frequencies generated is a result of the type of “radar” or mode in 
which the system is operating.  On the transmit side, there are two tuned antennas per frequency, forming an 
orthogonal horizontal magnetic dipole (HMD) antenna pair.  In all, there are six antennas, making up three 
orthogonal pairs, on the transmit side.  On the receiver side, only a single, wideband, orthogonal antenna pair 
is used. So, in all, there are eight antennas that need to be calibrated, which is a nontrivial, manual task. 
Future design efforts will fully automate this process. 
 

During the calibration process, the magnitude and phase for each transmitter must be accurately set, 
in part, to offset inherent receiver antenna pattern influences that could cause artifacts in the measured data.  
In addition, the near field (and direct) coupling of the transmitters into the receiver antennas needs to be 
determined in order to more precisely suppress the near-field components of the radar return.  
In operation, data are collected at 11.25º increments around the borehole.  The beam steering is a result of 
amplitude and phase variations in the transmitter antennas.  Again, the data collection process is not 
automated.  As such, the amplitude and phase of the transmit antennas must be set for every data point 
through the control interface on the surface computer, depending on whether or not the system is looking in 
the near field or in the near-field suppression mode.  The exception to this requirement is when the DSR 
prototype tool was being used in an inductive logging mode.  In this case, since data from only a single 
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frequency were being mapped, continuous adjustment of the transmit antennas was not required. 
 

Regardless of the mode of operation, data collected by the receiver are sent in raw form up the 
wireline to the surface computer for post processing.  Minimal processing is conducted down hole.  The raw 
data has transmitter configuration and navigation pack data appended before being sent up hole.  Figure 58 
shows a screen shot of one page of post-processed data on the surface computer.  The data represented in 
Figure 58 are a short time sample of a streaming inductive logging run that the DSR prototype tool performed 
while being withdrawn from the borehole.  The data shows changes as the DSR prototype tool transitioned 
between the depths of 290 and 270 feet, which were in good agreement with the logs provided by 
Weatherford for the source borehole.  Though interesting and certainly indicative of a properly operating 
system, no other analysis on this particular data set has been conducted. 

 
The original testing plan called for calibration and target locating at various depths with varying 

resistivities.  However, several intermittent system failures during the course of the early testing routines 
proved to be too problematic for collecting any meaningful data through the first day and one half of testing.  
The failures were largely due to fabrication errors in the prototype system, primarily as a result of a failed 
cable head connector.  Delays in testing were also exacerbated by software modifications that were needed 
before the DSR prototype tool could be placed downhole.  In all, a day and one half of field time was spent 
trying to fix the DSR prototype tool and upgrading the control software.  As a result, the quantity of data that 
was actually collected over the course of the entire test was far less than expected.  

 

 
 

Figure 58.  Screen shot of one page of raw and processed data. 
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The DSR prototype tool and the control software were deemed operationally sound in the late 
afternoon of the second day of testing. After that determination, with all system modifications and failure 
corrections in place, the DSR prototype tool performed flawlessly for the remainder of the test.  The afternoon 
tests during the second day were primarily focused on setting the parameters of the DSR prototype tool, 
tuning and calibration, operation in near field mode, and testing the operation of the navigation pack module.  
The morning of the last day of testing focused primarily on doing measurement repeatability testing of the 
DSR prototype tool and on one run of calibration and target location.  

 
Description of the Drill String Radar Prototype Tool 

The prototype DSR tool is being developed for application in vertical and horizontal drilling in 
hydrocarbon deposits.  When radiating antennas are inserted into boreholes, the wave impedance (z) is real 
for an electric dipole and imaginary for a magnetic dipole in the near field. The near field is defined as a 
distance (d) less than λ/2π, where λ is the wavelength in meters.  Energy is dissipated in a real impedance and 
stored in an imaginary impedance. 

The implication in subsurface instrumentation design is that more energy is available to propagate 
into the far zone with a radiating magnetic dipole antenna when compared with a radiating electric dipole 
antenna.  Borehole radar instrumentation requires that the transmitting and receiving antennas be collocated, 
resulting in crosstalk between the antennas.  The magnitude of the crosstalk must be less than the magnitude 
of the reflected or scattered electromagnetic (EM) fields from geologic anomalies at the target distance in the 
far zone (d > λ/2π) to have a sufficiently high detection signal-to-noise ratio.  

Conventional, continuous-wave (CW) radar cannot be used for detection of far-zone phenomena 
because this type of radar is not designed for extremely high suppression of near-zone phenomena.  Detection 
beyond the near borehole region requires robust suppression of the near-zone EM propagation phenomena by 
factors exceeding 40 dB.  Greater suppression yields greater depth of investigation and near-zone suppression 
requires the transmission of a predistorted waveform.   

Radar mapping of the near-zone has been solved by using a Green’s function inversion of the 
measured scattered-wave data in a computerized, azimuthal tomographic algorithm.  The depth of 
investigation has been significantly extended with predistorted waveform technology achieved by the 
development of a new class of radar, featuring a software-definable transceiver (SDT).  The SDT first 
operates as a conventional radar, measuring the first interface crosstalk and reflection/scattering to determine 
the electrical parameters of the natural media.  These data enable the automatic recalibration of the radar 
signal path amplitude and phase shift for the second sequential transmission of the calibrated predistorted 
waveform.  Subsequent reception of the scattered or reflected predistorted EM wave by the SDT orthogonal 
receiving antennas, enables signal processing for greater than 40 dB of suppression of the near well bore EM 
wave phenomena.  This enables detection of targets well beyond the near zone.  The prototype DSR tool is 
illustrated in Figure 59. 

The upper left side of Figure 59 illustrates the orthogonal horizontal magnetic dipole antenna array.  
Each pair of antennas is excited at the same resonant frequency.  The magnetic moment  (M) vectors are 
aligned along the x and y axes.  These magnetic dipole antennas are each driven by on-time duration, 
modulation amplifiers.  This modulation enables the antenna pattern to be steerable in azimuth around the 
wellbore by forming an antenna pattern aligned along the x-axis and then the y axis.   

The plan view of the four-quadrant antenna pattern is shown in Figure 60.  The polarity of the front 
lobe electric field components is 180º out of phase with respect to the back lobe.  By simultaneously 
measuring the magnitude of the x-axis and y-axis receiving antenna magnetic dipoles, the direction of a 
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metallic target can be determined.  The phase-coherent receiver enables the measurement of the total path 
phase shift between the transmit (TX) and receiver (RX) antennas.  

The radiating antenna array includes three pairs of magnetic dipoles.  Each x-axis and y-axis dipole 
radiates continuous waves.  A complex predistorted waveform is created by the upper antenna pair radiating 
at the upper frequency (fu), by the middle pair radiating at the carrier frequency (fc), and by the lower pair 
radiating at the lower frequency (fl). 

 

 

Figure 59.  Continuous-wave DSR prototype tool. 
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Figure 60.  Plan view of the DSR prototype four-quadrant antenna pattern 

The wavelength (λ) of the propagating predistorted waveform is approximated by 

 
β
πλ 2

=  meters, (1) 

with the phase constant given by 
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and the carrier frequency given by  
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where ω = 2πfc is the carrier frequency. For example, using cf = 500,000 Hz and electrical properties 
associated with Weatherford’s testing site, the phase constant becomes, β = 0.3142 radians per meter, and the 
wavelength is found to be, λ = 20 meters. 

In operation, the tool first radiates a near-zone signal and the measured data are used to calibrate the 
signal paths.  In particular, the data are used to determine the electrical parameters of the surrounding media 
(conductivity (σ) if σ/ωε >> 1 and the dielectric constant (ε) if σ/ωε << 1), similar to inductive logging 
techniques. 
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The second phase of operation is to set the tool for suppression mode. The suppression methodology 
requires two or three frequency components to create the predistorted waveform, depending on the 
modulation type used.  The SDT featured in the tool design has both magnitude and phase control of each 
radiating frequency component, which is essential for creation of the predistortion.  The heterodyne signals 
used in the receiver frequency mix down process also have phase control.  When two frequency components 
are used in the design, the predistorted waveform is a double-sideband suppressed-carrier amplitude 
modulated signal.  Three frequency components give way to a frequency-modulated radar. 

Detection and ranging can be accomplished in two different ways using SDT technology: 
 
• two frequency operation as a continuous-wave, stepped-frequency (CWSF) with double-

sideband, suppressed-carrier amplitude modulation (DSBSC-AM); or 
 

• three frequency operation as a continuous-wave, narrow-band frequency modulation (NBFM). 

The DSBSC-AM modulation must be used when detection and ranging of multiple scatterers or 
reflectors (targets) is required, which is also the mode of choice when targets are nearer to the wellbore.  
However, DSBSC-AM does not provide the level of near well bore suppression that can be achieved through 
NBFM. NBFM has a greater level of near borehole suppression, but the suppression range extends much 
further into the formation.  Regardless of the modulation type used, suppression approaches a maximum as 
round-trip travel time goes to zero, which essentially means that scattering and reflection from targets that are 
near the well bore are eliminated from the data. 

When considering the system sensitivity, the total path loss of the signal must be taken into 

consideration When the loss tangent is much greater than 1 (
ωε
σ  >> 1), conduction currents predominate in 

the natural media surrounding the well bore, and the predistorted waveform carrier frequency component 
undergoes 55 dB of loss and 2π radians (360º) of phase shift for each wavelength of travel.  In addition, the 
spreading loss, scattering/reflection loss and antenna mismatch loss must be added to determine the total path 
loss. 

The first step in the practical design is to determine the carrier (fc) and modulation (fm) frequencies.  
The modulation and operating frequencies are set by the specification for the detection distance (d) and the 
electrical conductivity (σ) of the natural medium.  The specifications at the Weatherford Training Site are 
(approximately): 

detection distance (d)  6 m (20 ft) 
conductivity (σ)  0.05 s/m (20 ohm-m). 

Detecting a boundary or metallic pipe at a distance of 6 m (20 ft) requires the total path length to be 
12 m (round trip distance).  Assuming that the SDT can achieve 40 dB of suppression (regardless of the 
suppression technique used), the carrier wavelength (λc) should be 

 12
40
55

×=cλ  m = 16.5 meters (4) 

For the Weatherford Test Site, the electrical conductivity is assumed to be σ = 0.05 S/m and the 
carrier frequency is given by 
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 fc = 734,618 kHz. 

The waveform travel velocity becomes 

 ν = λfc (7) 

 = 16.5 × (734,618) meters per second (8) 

 = 1.212 x 107 meters per second. (9) 

This implies that the waveform slows down to 4% of the speed of light.  So, the round-trip travel time (τ) is 

 990
10212.1

12
7 =

×
=τ  nanosecond (10) 

The modulation frequency (fm) is selected to maximize the detection sensitivity at the target distance, which 
requires the modulation frequency to be multiplied by the waveform round-trip travel time (τ).  Thus, 

 
2
πτω =m  radian (11) 
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Then, the predistorted waveform frequency components are as follows: 
• fc = 734,618 Hz; 
• fH = 987,118 Hz; and 
• fL = 482,119 Hz. 

The attenuation rate is 

 38.0
2

==
ωμσα  nepers per meter (13) 

 = 3.3 dB/m.  

So, the total path loss is 39.7 dB. 

SDT processing of the predistorted waveform results in quadrature (Q) and in-phase (I) quasistationary 
signals (DC) mathematically given by 

Quadrature: Q = ( ) ( )ccmm θτωθτω ++ sincos
2
1  and 

In phase: I = ( ) ( )ccmm θτωθτω ++ coscos
2
1 . 
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The heterodyne signal phase (θm) is set by the microprocessor following the measurement of near-
mode calibration data.  The carrier signal phase (θc) also can be set by the microprocessor.  Just before the far-
mode measurement, the heterodyne phase is set such that θm = π/4. 

The carrier phase is then given by 

 ⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛=+ −

Icc
θθτω 1tan  (14) 

and the magnitude 

 22 IQA +=  (15) 

 = ( )mm θτω +cos . 

After calibration, the carrier phase (θc) is set to zero by the microprocessor just before the far mode 
predistorted transmission. 

The total path delay is then 
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and, the distance (d) is determined from 

 d = ν × τ , (17) 

where the velocity is determined from the near borehole measurement of electrical conductivity. 

The direction of the pipe or boundary can be determined by radiating from the x and then the y-axis 
magnetic dipole.  Measurement of magnitude (A) and phase (θc) determines the direction from the well bore. 

The determination of distance by measuring phase will exhibit an ambiguity of ± 2 electrical degrees.  
With a phase constant (β) of 17.9º/m, the range ambiguity is 

 Δd ≈ ±0.11 m (± 4.3 in.). (18) 

The round-trip travel time (τ) depends on the velocity (ν) of the EM wave in the medium and the path 
distance.  Figure 60 indicates the 180º phase difference between the front and back lobes of the radiating 
horizontal magnetic dipole. 

The phase shift of the predistorted waveform exhibits a carrier phase shift (θc) 

 θc = ωcπ radiations (19) 

and a modulation phase shift 

 θm = ωmΤ . (20) 
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The scattered and reflected signals arriving from the targets are each delayed in time (τ), resulting in 
the modulation and carrier phase shifts.  Each received (RX) signal is processed by the SDT, producing in-
phase (I) and quadrature (Q) signals that can be represented by a phaser on polar plot of concentric 
suppression rings, as shown in Figure 61. The red curve represents the modulation near-zone suppression 
factor.  The near-zone suppression reaches maximum value for small values of ωmτ and minimum value for 
values of ωmτ → π/4. 

Each received scattered or reflected EM wave is represented as a phaser with phase shift, ωmτ, 
referenced from θ = 0, as illustrated in Figure 61.  In the near zone represented by the blue curve, the small 
modulation phases angle phasers are not suppressed.  In the far zone, represented by the red curve, the small 
modulation phase angle phases are significantly suppressed, while far signal suppression vanishes when ωmτ 
increases above 70º. 

 

Figure 61.  The polar suppression factor is represented by near- (red) and far- (blue) zone suppression 
superimposed on concentric circles. 
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CONCLUSION – Final Field Testing 

The antenna array design in the DSR prototype tool enabled various types of functionalities to be 
evaluated at the Weatherford Training/Test Facility.  The functionalities were evaluated by activating 
combinations of antenna configurations with the transmitter-receiver (TX-RX) array illustrated in Figure 62.   
The transmitter and receiver amplifiers have associated programmable direct digital synthesizers that are: 

• frequency programmable; 
• magnitude (gain) programmable; and 
• phase programmable. 

The combination of orthogonal transmitting antennas forms a predistorted transmit waveform.  The 
predistorted waveforms are either double-sideband, suppressed-carrier or a special case of frequency 
modulation.  At the current stage of development of the DSR prototype tool, calibration is accomplished by 
control functions set up in Labview software (see, for example, Figure 5).  The calibration function will be 
automated when the operating radar antenna configuration is selected during further field testing. 

 

 
 

Figure 62.  Collocated quadrature transmitting and receiving antenna array in the DSR prototype tool. 
 

Transmitting Array Calibration 

The orthogonal transmitting antenna array is configured with three pairs of resonant horizontal 
magnetic dipoles (HMD) phase coherently driven by direct digital synthesizers and high-efficiency, 
rectangular, on-time duration, modulated power amplifiers (Class-L).  The on-time duration modulator 
controls the magnitude of each radiating HMD.  The transmitting array includes a vertical electric dipole 
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(VED) antenna, which is connected to a receiver during the transmitting array calibration procedure. 
During calibration, the on-time modulation FLX and FLY amplifiers are turned on and are received 
simultaneously by the wideband omni-directional VED antenna.  Each pair of HMD transmitting antennas is 
calibrated to generate a rotating constant magnitude vertical electric field pattern electronically steered around 
the wellbore. The phi (φ) azimuth angle designates the direction of the maximum of the figure-eight antenna 
pattern.  The front lobe electric field component is 180º out of phase with the back lobe. The transmitting 
array may utilize the calibrating antenna to form a “fox hunter” VED for back lobe suppression.  This 
functionality was not activated during the testing program. 
 
Receiving Antenna Calibration 

A pair of orthogonal non-resonant HMD antennas and a single VED forms the receiving array.  The 
VED may be used as a “fox hunter” receiving antenna to suppress the back lobe. The VED may also be used 
for electric field suppression.  These functionalities were not activated during the testing program due to 
limitations in the receiver electronics design. 
 

Analysis of the Collected Data 

The operational problems encountered with the DSR prototype tool were severe and required most of 
the available time to resolve.  As a consequence, only a small percentage of the functionalities of the DSR 
prototype tool were demonstrated. A polar plot of the acquired data is illustrated in Figure 63. 

 

 
 

Figure 63.  Graphical presentation of the acquired receiver data.  The receiver x and y directed HMD coil 
voltages (blue and green traces, respectively) and the magnitude of the combined coil voltages (red trace) are 

shown 
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Transmit FLX and FLY Calibration with the Built-In Vertical Electric Dipole Antenna Receiver 

First, the orthogonal pair of transmit antennas were calibrated to form a phi (φ) angle rotation with a 
constant magnitude electric field component.  The phi sweep illumination of the steel casing target in the 
companion wellbore generates a conduction current in the steel casing and a scattered wave detection in the 
receiving coil.  These two electromotive forces are depicted as voltages in the array x-axis (blue trace in 
Figure 11) and y-axis (green trace in Figure 63) HMDs. The steel casing is observed at the phi rotation angle 
of 102º.  The cross talk has been suppressed to a very small value as is indicated by the plotted values near the 
origin of the polar graph in Figure 63.   
 
Receiver FLX and FLY Response 

The phi (φ) azimuth angle sweep for the transmitting antenna array pattern as measured in the 
receiving antenna array detected the steel casing.  The detection signal-to-noise ratio was very high. The noise 
value includes cross talk and clutter from the near-borehole scatter.  The high near-borehole suppression was 
obtained via digital processing in the software definable transceiver. 

 
The phi (φ) azimuthal sweep of the orthogonal transmitting HMD array detected the target in the 

second quadrant.  However, because of the erroneous data provided by the navigation subsystem, the actual 
orientation (i.e., bearing) of the target could not be detected. 
 

The determination of the range to target requires the measurement of the total path phase shift.  In 
general, the electrical phase shift can be measured with respect to the calibrated predistorted waveform 
suppressed carrier frequency.  The apparent initiating phase center can be determined during calibration of the 
transmitting array.  The shift in phase to the receiving array determines the roundtrip distance.  Time 
constraints during the testing did not permit working out the fine details of the distance to target measurement 
procedures. 

 
Measurement Repeatability 

Two data collection repeatability tests for the DSR prototype tool were conducted on the final day of 
testing.  Time constraints only allowed for two different depths to be investigated for data collection 
consistency (i.e., 230 feet and 180 feet end of tool depth for a separation of 50 feet). First, a series of 
measurements were taken at 230 feet.  Then, the tool was raised to 180 feet and a second series of 
measurements were made.  The tool was then lowered back to a depth of 230 feet and the process was 
repeated. These tests were conducted with the tool operating in a dual frequency mode and transmit antenna 
patterns rotating from 0 to 90º. Unfortunately, the saved data file for the second set of measurements at 230 
feet was corrupted. This failure was not discovered until post processing of the data was performed at Stolar’s 
facilities in Raton so only the measurements at 180 feet can be compared. 

 
The data for the two sets of measurements taken at 180 feet are shown in Figure 64.  The data 

represent the magnitude of the receive signal at each of the two receiver antennas (i.e., receiver orthogonal 
antenna pair), with a third set of data showing the combined magnitude of the receive signal.  The cyan (x-
axis antenna) and green (y-axis antenna) traces are data from the first set of measurements at180 feet, with the 

yellow trace correspond to the magnitude of the total field at the receiver ( 22 yx + ).  Likewise, the blue (x-
axis antenna) and purple (y-axis antenna) traces are data from the second set of measurements at 180 feet, 
with the red trace being the total field magnitude data. 
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Figure 64.  Data for the two separate sets of measurement taken at depth of 180 feet. 

Comparison of the traces representing the two sets of measurements taken at 180 feet (see Figure 64) 
indicates very good consistency and repeatability for data collection by the DSR prototype tool. Figure 64 
also shows measurement repeatability with respect to target distance and bearing. 
 

Test Conclusions 

The technical limitations of the DSR system are only now being evaluated. In most test environments and 
geologies, the range of the RADAR detection appears to be 1.8 to 2.5 meters (rock conductivity dependant). 
This range far exceeds the original design specification for range in a coal seam (1 to 1.5 meters). The ability 
of the DSR system to transmit data up-stream to a surface control unit also functions within design 
specification; current data transmission range is 1000 to 1300 feet before a repeater is needed. Power 
management has not been as effective as designed and currently two (2) battery packs are required to power 
the system if the water turbine generators are not used. However, this is only a packaging issue and will be 
resolved before early adopter testing begins in 2009. An additional shortcoming is in the area of guidance. 
The DSR probe uses commercial guidance sensors for spatial reckoning but the accuracy is not sufficient and 
the system requires an upgrade at some point in the near future. And lastly, the mechanical housings 
originally designed for MSHA approval are too small for several of the newer antenna and electrical sub-
systems. Therefore, some non-permissible housings have been utilized in the prototype testing while existing 
MSHA approvals are being modified and processed (through RAMP procedures). Again, these issues will be 
resolved for 2009 supplemental industry evaluation. 
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PROJECT RECOGNITION 
Awards 

 RIM-IV is a 2004 Winner of the R&D 100 Award as One of the 100 Most Technologically 
Significant Products Introduced to Industry.  

 DSR is a 2005 Winner  
of the R&D 100 Award 

 DTS is a 2006 Winner  
of the R&D 100 Award 

 The radar subsection is a major component of a MSHA Demonstration Program for void-
detection technologies. 

Patents 

 6,522,285B2-US. Ground-Penetrating Imaging and Detection Radar. Issued: 02-18-03 

 6,593,746B2-US. Method and System for Radio-Imaging Underground Geologic Structures. 
Issued: 07-15-03 

 6,633,252B2-US. Radar Plow Drillstring Steering Invention. Issued: 10-14-03  

 6,497,457B1-US. Drilling, Image, and Coal-Bed Methane Production Ahead of Mining. Issued: 
12-24-02 

Publications 

 “Radar Navigation,” World Coal Magazine, Larry G. Stolarczyk and Glenn G. Wattley, Stolar 
Horizon, August 2004. 

 “Better Intelligence,” World Coal Magazine Glenn Wattley and Joseph T. Duncan, Stolar 
Horizon, Inc., and Syd Peng, West Virginia University, December 2003. 

 “Finding Old Works: An Industry Search for Solutions,” Coal Age Magazine, Dr. L. G. 
Stolarczyk, G. G. Wattley, and J. T. Duncan. March 2003 

Presentations 

 WVU Ground Control Conference 

 SME Conferences 

 Pittsburgh Longwall Mining Show 

 MINExpo Trade Show 

 National Mining Association Annual Meeting. 


